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The new communications technology will
one hand,

mean decisive changes in !he functioning of society.

all activities requiring communication between individual s

lrade and the polilical decision-making process.
ever, hardly involves a

a

quanlitative change.

speak of a qualitative change also,

it is only a question of more effeclive use of

On the other hand there is nevertheless reason to

resulting from the fact that communication by means of technical

devices i.s becoming the most important form of social change,
~.

p.

To borrow from Ploman again

(~

205):

During !he first hait of the 20th century we have,
goods more quickly,
planes,
air,

will speed up .-- lor instance,

This speeding up of soclal processes in 1tself, how-

qualitative change as yet:

previously existing links,

On the

further,

railways and trucks.

As a

and traflic death.

-

The new communications technology offers a

pictures,

books in large quantities dependably and at low cosi,
A

aero-

side-elteet we have produced towns paralyzed wilh traffic,

II we succeed in transmitting sounds,

by information traffic.

endeavored to Iransport people and

more effectively and more comlortably by means of roads,

water and noise pollution,

way out.

above all,

numbers,

we can

moving pictures and whole

replace personai and goods traffic

society based on goods Iransport would change to one based upon trans-

portation of ideas.

The new technology will change the traditionai field of communication in two ways:
channels will increase and presenl communicalions media will merge.
due to !he break-through of electronic communications media;

Both of these tendencies are

electronic impulses are the most

eflective and economical way of transmitting messages from one place to another,
distances.
future,

The traditionai communications media

but dillerent in their technique:

they will

letters,

the number of

especially over Iong

books and newspapers -- have their

be linked more and more closely to electronic

communication.

The integralion of dillerent communications media will bring about !he centralization of the communication organization and,

finally,

integration into !he rest of the political-economic system.

of this course of development can already be seen:
in all Western countries,

lndications

!he tendency towards centralization of the press

the fusion ol broadcasting and publishing companies in the USA and the

growing dependence of the owners of the communication media on economic lile and political decisionmakers.

Wlth !he speeding up and diversification of communication technology,

controlling the media seem to interlock more and more compactly.
researcher Robert L.

The conclusion of the American

Bishop concerning the European press system is significant

and the European press,

To the author,

the power relations

unpublished manuscript, University of Michigan

the conclusion that the mass media are becoming lar more a

economic and marketing system Ihan an independent pol itical
conscientious journalist is faced with,
Regrettable as that fact may be,

subsystem within the

voice is inescapable.

to borrow an old phrase,

( Moderniza,tion

1969):

The

a profession within an industry.

it is still better to deal with !he relationship openly Ihan to deny

or ignore it.

This kind of development points frighteningly toward arOrwellian picture of the future -- a plcture of a
technologically advanced but systematically controlled and directed human society.
media,

The new electronic

instead of serving to enrich the life and experience of the individual according to the promise

held out to us by the prophets of communication technology,

will

be exploited for the manipulation of

individuals in !he interests of the prevailing political-economic system.

The basic problem ln

considering !he future of mass communication is to define !he proper role and task of the mass media.
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ln prolessfonal circles this question of tasks and goals has been badly neglected
Ploman

<.22..:..

0

As observed by

~. Po 81):

The technfcfans have done a good job,

regardless of the motives which have guided development.

Thefr imagination has left all others behind, with the resu l t that the adaptation of soclety to the
new technology is lagging behind o o o The same problem is illustrated by the following sltuation ,
whlch occurs only too ollen: an in ternational meeting of specialists in various lields is organized
to discuss the use ol communication satellites. The questions placed before the technicians at
such a meeting are such as what can and cannot be done with satellite systems, what restrictions must be taken into account, how quickly we can expect the development ol new satellite
types and stations etc o Finally one ol the technologists practically loses his te mper: tell us whal
gadgets you want and we 1 11 make them for you -- and te II you in advance what they will cost

0

Generally this is followed by a deep s ilenceo The educationalists, TV reporters, librarians and
journalists have been able to set forth only vague wishes, lamil lar to allo There is an impulse to
shift the trnal responsibility for decisions onto the technologlsts,

as a consequence of the Iear and

uneaslness broucht about by sudden freedom from technical obstac l eso

ln practice this lack of task definition has led to a situation in which the new media technology is
expl oited by the existing power structure for the preservation ol the economic, political and milltary
status quo. This has, however,

in turn engendered a reaction characterized precisely by a re-

appraisal ol the functions of the mass media, by an emphasls on the independence ol the media and
by an

11 1ndlvidual-centered 11

rather Ihan a "system-centered " a ttitude o A s Herbert Schiller ( M ass

Communicatlons and Amerlcan Empire,

New York 1969 1 po

150-151) puts it:

The road to t he social use ol technology runs through the rugged terrain ol interest groups,
privileged classes 1 national power, and self-satislied decision-makerso P rodding, opposfng, and
perhaps even storming and overturnlng these ancient but enduring governing coalitions are the
means by which the humanistic use ol the new technology may be secured o lt is willful escapism
to believe that technology, by itself 1 will soon force its way out of the restrictive social web that
now s urrounds it. The generalized insecurity overhan ging industrially omnipotent and economically
affluent Amerlca is strong evidence ol how badly the campaigns to tiberale technology have gone
in recent years.

-

The utilization of the new communications technology for human needs

requfres a thorough reordering ol the social process which regulates the informational system at
all levels ol personai and natfonal existenceo The dilemma is 1 however 1 that the controlling crust
of the industrlal state calls on the communications media to resist the social reorgani:zation that
must precede the technological reformation o

Schll l er and the other specia l ists who have considered the questlon of the future role of mass
communlcation

1

such as Hilding Eek, Wilbur Schramm and Dallas Smythe, a l l underline the

importance of lnternational agreementso Among their objectives has been the establishment ol a
"world television", under the control o l the United Nations, which would be responsible for the
productlon and distribution ol programs for bro adcast by sataliite over national boundaries.
no detailed plans have been possible

1

However 1

ln pari because ol the negatlve attitude of the United States,

which is bent on preserving lts satellite superiority; a worldwide mass communicatlon pollcy so lar
exist s only ln the mlnds ol few indivfdual observers o

At this polnt

1

what we need above all ls a radical analysis of the t asks ol mass communication,

together wlth concrete steps 1 based on such an analysls, to ensure accurate and many-sided

7

information transmission on both the national and the international level. Responsible journalists and
researchers should take pari in the reaction which has been aroused in critical observers by the
"natura1 11 developmeni in the field of mass communlcations.

TOWARD GOAL-ORIENTED CRITICAL REc:-EARCH FOR
COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA

by
Dallas W. Smythe

Purpose: To raise questions rather Ihan to answer them.

ln principle most or many of the ques-

tions do not permit once-and-for-all answers. They arlse from and should contribute to the ongolng processes ol !He in an environment which is pari of the life process.

( 1) ls man human because he is a social animal? That is to say,

is man ' s humanity necessarily a

consequence ol his relations with his fellowmen? That is, his relations through the group processes
of institutions such . as family, church 1

school

1

business, labour union, political party, local

1

natlonal

and supranational institutions? Or to turn the question inside out, is it possible for an indivldual to
be human in the absence ol such institutional relationships?

The reason for putting the lirst question so emphatically " ls man human because he is a social
anlmal? 11 is because in the Western context in which 1 live this seems not to be answered in the
alfirmalive very generally or very consciously.

We are siili under the influence of John Locke and

Hobbs in the West and our rural society is such that it is a negation of animalistic individuals, and
this, unfortunately 1

1 think you have to recogniz;e; therefore 1 wanted to declare my own bias by

emphasi:zing the social nature of man.

(2) ls "information "

(defined by Norbert Wiener as

11 a

name for the content of what is exchanged

with the outer world as we adjust to il and make our adjustments felt upon it") the means by which
man 1 s relations are conducted?

II one uses Wiener 1 s definition of information 1 the whole body of human knowledge falls within the
ambit of communication when approached not from conventional disciplinary boundaries but from the
study of man as a message and symbol-using anima1

1

and i! one can conceive ol this broad approach

to communications, then it makes it obvious that what we call communications theory today is absurdly
under-developed 1

immature and partial.

communications theory lying around

1

1 don 1 1 derrogate the fact that there are useful bit s of

but there certainly is no grand theory and nothing which is

compatible with the scope implicit in !he definition of ihformation.

( 3) ls the flow of information the substance which constitutes actions?

( 4) ls power the capacity to affect or take action ?

(5) ls the power structure the pattern of human organiz;ations which determines what actions will be
taken?

8

( 6) Does the power structure of any sociely wor·k through patterns of control
what kinds of information flow between what people,

over decisions as to

when? And does control of !he flow of informa-

tion serve the purposes of !he controllers?

The reason for accenting the power structure is becaus~ as a

social

scientist it seems to me that a

fruitful way of analyzing mosl social phenomena is in terms of who makes what decisions,
and why,

and how

and this inevitably raises the question of power structure and the dynamics of its ope-ra-

tien and the way in which it is composed.

( 7) Are the policies

(defined as continuities in decisions)

as to optimize man 1 s welfare?

of man 1 s group processes formulated so

(The eco11omist Harold lnnis defined !he purpose of our institutions as

to help us to make the right decisions at the right times).

(8) Are the policies of our traditionai
suffering from

"lag"? Thai is to say,

"educalional

11

institutions

(schools, universities,

derived from a less technologically mechanized age? ln this connection recall that
two-edged sword:

etc.)

are they continuing to perpetuate uncritically policies which

it may destroy either ignorance or knowledge

( 9) Are not !he pol icies of the mass media of com"nunication
magazines) and of other cultural industry

11 education"

is a

( Coomoraswamy).

( broadcasting, cinema,

press,

books,

(defining cultur-al industry as the production and sale of all

consumer goods and services) today replacing in substantial degree !he educational functions which
earlier were performed by the fa'Ylily,

the schools,

and other non-industrial institutions? Are market

forces increasingly the educators of our populations?

(10)

Do market forces

(by definition impersonal and motivated by the market)

educate us for market

behaviour?

( 11) Are not !he pol icies of the mass media of communication and of other cultural

industry

biassed

by their institutional purposes?

( 12) lf cultural industry increasingly conducts our education,

are the effects such as to optimize

manls welfare?

( 1 3)

ln !he accelerating pace of technological change/devel opment must we not distingu ish between

administrative decisions ( which always raise the Eichmann problem of obedience to authority)
one hand,

and critical decisions,

instilutional pr•ocesses

on the other hand,

on the

and make places for the latter explicity in our

(as "cultural ombudsmen 11 )?

Here 1 come to the distinction which you hopefully,

1 mean happily,

are so sensitive to in Finland,

but which in the Western world generally is not a very popular distinction -- that between
administrative and critical

research or administrative and crilical decisions.

Lazarsfeld blessed it with his endorsement in an article in
in the United States.

ln connection with this

1943, the distinction is not very popular

think of !he Eichmann problem,

problem of habitual obedience to authority in making decisions,
the research of Stanley Milgram of Yale University.

as 1 call it.

lt is a

and 1 understand you are famil iar with

1 brought along an excerpt from Esquire maga-

zine entitled "lf Hitler asked you to electrocute a stranger,
was to simulate an SR learning experiment.

Even though Paul

would you?" Probably.

This research

1t was a phony but the subjects who were brought in

9

dldn ' t know Jt was a phony, and the set-up was that the subject was to operate a console
adminJsterJng electrlc shocks with graduaJiy increasing fntensity to a supposed other voJunteer who
really was a confederate of the experimenter. As many as 2/5 of the Americans thal were taklng
the test went the fufl llmit because the supervisor said he took the responsibility and aJI you had to
do was follow orders and push ihe button, and they did. Wefl it seems to me that next to the
research on the <;uthoritarlan personality that Adorno did 20 years ago, thls is one of the most
dramatic illustrations of the bu ilt-in and culturally determined propencity of our Weste r n culture to
brainwash people into taking essentially viscious and dest ructive courses of action. So this is why
1 emphasize1he distinction between administrative and critical decision making .

( 14) Should research by or on the policles and operations of cultural industry ( including mass
media of communlcation) be substantially all devoted to critical research on the performance vs . the
goals of the industry /agency, and to critical research on the goal s of the industry /agency

vs.

social goals?

( 15) While all cultural industry has the function to some degree, do not lhe mass media special ize
in two socia l functions of prime importance to the goal setting function of society:
(a) The provision of an agenda (daily, weekly, m.onthly, intermitt.!mtly) of matters for our allention ( what to buy, what is worthy of notice among all the events taklng place in the world, what
issues are controversial, how should coniroversial issues be posed -- note that every question
carries its answer on its back as a snail carries it s shefl)? Note that what is omitted from t he
agenda may in f act kill us (pollution, armaments, etc. ) .
The agenda - setting tuneilon of the mass media and of I:)Opular culture i11 qeneral re fers to what
appears in your television newscasts, what appears in your headlines in the newspaper, what
appears on the cover adverti ;;ement of your magazines. 1 thlnk there are a l ot of researchable
impllcations to this agenda-setting function which have not been addressed lrom a crit ical point of view
and 1 would suppose that in Finland where it is possible for you to have a conference of this
character, you have the potent ia l for doing that kind of research.
(b) The provision of a surrogate (or substitute) for public opinion as a basis for policy-making?
The Ilme or the means (II not a l so the will)

to ascertain the " public " opinion of the whol e population

i s only avai l able occasionally in respect to long-range decisions (e.g.
with one o r

should a nation a l ign itself

another power bloc of states, should a church merge with another church?) . For

medium and short-range declsions, other substitute means must be found to measure or to create the
semblance of publ ic opinion to provlde a basis for the making of the decisions. You just don 11 have
the means to consutt pubtie opinfon day to day, hour to hour, in the way in wh ich the policy-making
process would require.

The "resonance" given to

11 trial

ba l loons" ,

11 1eaks 11 ,

from contending

factions in the power structure by the mass media (by news treatmen t , editorials, commentary, ele.)
in fact are taken to represent pubtie opinion in making new policy. This process is employed by a ll
organizations with effective access to t he mass media. When employed by sub-national organizations1
it is common l y called

11 public

relations "; when employed by national government,

"managing the

press". T he substance is the same in either case. 1 am not sure how that function is accommodated
within !he informational frame of reference which 1 understand you people all have been considering.
Suggested research implications: Determine critically the basis, the rationale,
news items for the

11 agenda"

for the selection of

published by newspapers, radio broadcast systems. Determine

c ritlcally the extent , causes, pu rposes,

effect s of trial ball oons, 1eaks, etc.

( 16) What general formulations of universal goals in programmlng mass media are possible here and
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no.v? While 1 don 1 1 have any gene,...al formula! ion ol univer,.;al goal s for prograrncnlng,

1 do find that

in reading your backgr·ound papen> that your work here on y<>ul' informational be~...-is nf analyzing
program policy,

e.g. for Ieeding news, is far in advancc af anything 1 am awore et lh<lt is going on

elsewhere in thE! world in this ar~a.

And you

may be hoi on the lra<;k af S<>me very importanl

generol fo1'rnulations af how you can design opernlional policy to comfnrm well vvith SE'nsibly defined
goal s and mass media p ro gra mm ing • To ill u st rate one p21 rl ial and Ien! al ive suc h f<) rmu 1at i on , c onslder !he following derived kom the Pl'oblem of broadcasting whid1 deal!> with !he cullures ol
different nations;

"The pa/icy to be pursued in int•wnstional e><change ol cullural mater-ials i,;
be coexislence and mutual apprec.ia!ion ol differe•ll cuilur·es.

This

'ne ans

11'.-..1 th'"''e

shoLdd

lh-.t '"'''"- h cuilLir~<' s

unlver-sal meanil'lg rnay be apprt'ciated in its !:!!:)ig\Je cultu;·al cnnt<.>.'<l with mutual :.; omprehensibllity and mutual non-dlsplacem~nt. ''

II su.~h a goal were accep!ed' explicitly, one would need lo pr·oduce b.-o."td~-el~: pr-c..Dr'ams wilh lhu
Nations might establish "r.--lJitural screens" designed to filter· out lllC~It:>ri.:.ls coming to

goal in rnind.

them whicn did nol meet lhis standard.
highest importance.

Such

a goal woulcJ provide

resear·chabi~J

projr,cts of the

Might this lor-rnulalion be adaplec1 to inlra-nalional cultur·r;l isSLIE:S:

groups, religious f<~!ths,

t.:> ethnic.

etc.?

1 do not want anybody in the room to thinl< that 1 would happily see any natio11 unconsciously accept
a kind of Orwellian communic<llions t ..chnol ogy i3 s ado.,ire.f,l y described il'l Nordc~nstre11gt s paper
without havir•g
presentation.

taken the thing through all ol !he q1.1estirming processcs that

1 have sugSJested •n my

The kind of techno\ogical utopia -- th., big sr~r·een on lhe wall,

<11! barlking,

all grocer-y

shopping done by pushing bullons and so torth -- seems lo me on the basis of wh<ll 1 know about
yo1.1r;g people today to be a quite unacceptable one be(:ause it assumes lhat people <1re
subj"'ct to treatmenl like statistical

ba~,.;_<:~lly

inlormalion by computers. 1 sa.id the same lhing in Montr-,·oed l.·vhen

!he Chairman af the Unesco meeting af experls on mass media and society portrayed 1his Ur-W«IIi.:'m
fulur•E f..,r l/S as something lh<lt was pre-ordained,
sec-<'15 to me a

and 1 said "W1o says il is pre-,wdaincd";

ruler would be very stupid te lorce this i<ind of a technology onlo "

it

pr,pul20tion whit.:h

rna:y lhr·cw it out onto the <>lreets.

MASS COMMUNICATIONS IN AFRICA

by
Lewis Nkos!

This paper is divided roughly into two sections,
in Af r1ca yeste rd ay and today • Then

Fir·st,

1 deal with !he state ol ma,._s C<Jnll-nunic<:~tions

t o ward the e nd o f \he p ape r 1 make sornc kn 1clliv,;, su _gge st 1011 s

as to whi31 role mass communications ought to play in the !l.l!url!.

Though se!ling goa.ls for- the future is most important,

it is nol possible to know what these ought to

be without taking into account what is or has been done already in the field of mass communicalions
in Africa.

Af so in discussing a subject like this one has to take into accounl the very special

condl!ions which exist in the Third World.

For the purposes ol my paper 1 am going lo use Africa

11

as a

paradigm

for Third World socielies mainly as a convenience since 1 know very little as lo Whal

is happening on olher conlinenls olher Ihan Alrica; but also because whal is happening in Africa is
usuall y what i s happening in mosl communilies in the Third World countries.

ln any case

in

1

eslablishing goal s for Africa object ives must be relaled to the co l onial background which,
likes it or nol, has already partly conditioned the pattern for the future.

whether one

Al lhe same Ii me the

slructure of mass communicalions in Africa and other parls of the Third World siil i owes a loi 10 lhe
cont inuing relationsh ip belween these societies and their former colonial masters. The values 1
criler ia and slructure s i ili owe a great deal to this relalion: that is 1 lhe former colon ial possession
may now be largely self-governing, bu l lhey are still poor , without much technological know-how, and
therefore are trealed mainly as a dumping ground for colonia l producls o f dubious value. Necessarily,
these include cultura l products like books,

radio and te levision

prograrns.

Also lhe ideol ogical

assumptions most readily accepted are those imparted by lhe cu l lures of departing colon i al masters.
T h erel o re.

through a process ol osmosis Alrican states have been made to swallow all the c l iches

ol cap italist bourgeois Western societies without so much as offering a choice to the peop l e through
lrank and lree discussion ol the alternatives.
commun ist is to be a freak,

ln most A lrican stales to be a Marxist socialist or

which is surprising considering the lact that Africa is in a unique position

t o choose the be st suilable system; without Ieoking into the role of el itist education,

into the role of

mass media and lhe coniinu i ty of social and political structures set up by lormer col onial masters it
would be impossible to understand why certain ideas are readil y embraced by Alrican s tatesmen and
others are eschewed afmosl out of hand.

What was Left Behind

F i rst

1

l et me deal wiiil mass communications against the background not only oi the colonial heritage

but also that of Alrica' s own weakness lor not having developed written languages in ti me to
counteract t he most insidious propaganda

inje~ted into Alrican societies by European colonizers.

shou ld like therefore to deal mainly with the efectronic media in this paper: ihat is to say

1

radio and

te l evision and in passing, the cinema.

Though the press has played a significant role in the development ol A f rican nationalism;
continues to do so in fostering national consciousness,

though it

in creating a bridge ol communica t ion not only

between Africa and the World, but between African states themselves 1

it is the e l ectronic media

which open up tru l y new vistas lor the fulure ol mass communicalions in Africa.

This Js so because Africa is in a hurry to develop economically. She i s in a hurry to learn and to
change -

that is to say, 10 enter in to the 20th Century. Or perhaps one ought to say the 21st

Centu ry because it is my belief thal, given lhe technological advances b eing made th i s cenlury

1

Africa

will probably make many shorl cuts in her scientific, economic and cultural deve l opmenl, shortcut s
which were nol given to European countr ies who had to work their way painlully through written
languages. th r ough scripts and expensive books . The storage of inlor mation through memory tanks
1ike computers and tapes is in itse II a stupelying advance on the use ol books and hand manuscript s
ut ilized in Europe in t he Middle Ages.

What this means is that the development of techniques for the

teaching ol large numbers ol illiterate adults to absorb a certain amount ol uselu l inlormation withou t
first acquiring the abi l ity to read is now with i n the realm o f possibi l ity ln the Third Worid . For many
ol you who have been brought up on the written word t his may not mean a great deal ; to some o f
you it may even mean a certa in loss ol intellectual energy; but lor us in the Th ird World it opens up
lantastic passibillties for widening the perspective ol useful citizens who may otherwise be lost t oreverta or-di n ary educational inslilulions.
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Let me illustrate for you a

simple problem in Africa.

no script for writing down a

lt is !he problem of the Somal is who possess

language spoken by nearly

interesting article published in

1A

live million people in East Alrica .

Handbook of Alrican Affairs

1

1
•

Jeanne Contini explained the Samali

predicament this way:

"The struggle to

independent countries,

but the thr·ee-year-old Somal i Republic faces a special problem,

establ ish a national identity is common to all newly emerging
as basic as

lt is siili searching for a written alphabet to express the language

it is unusual in this day and age .

spoken by the 4 million to 5 mil/ion Somalis of the Af rica n

"While a

ln an

Horn.

Samali from Djibouti on the coast of French Somaliland can speak in the same tongue as a

Samali living in Mogadiscio or in the Northern Frontier District of Kenya,
other in a foreign language.

they must write to each

Three foreign languages are used in the repub/ic today -

formerly British-protected North ,

Italian in the south,

English in the

and Arabic as the language of Islam ,

the state

religion.

"The capital city of Mogadiscio is an administrat ive Tower of Babel,
rate high in the hierarchy of foreign experts.
records of parliament,

treaties,

etc,

Ali official documents,

with the result that translators
including legislation , verbatim

must be translated eventually into all thr·ee languages.

school children speak Somal i at home and in the classroom.
either English or ltal ian plus Arabic .

but are taught to read and write in

depending on where the school is situated .

affairs clearly hinders the advance of 1iteracy,

Public-

This state of

and compl icates !he whole educational systern.

11

ln this situation you can deduce for yourself the far-reaching significance of the Radio as the medium
of !he spoken word.

lndeed ,

from !he foregoing you wil/

the written word has a very special place in Africa,

have deduced that the spoken rather than

not only because a

large proportion of the

population is illiterate but also because of structural problems of which the Soma/i case is just one
good example.

There are other problems stemming specifically from the colonial past .

lt is not unknown in Africa

for a people speaking the same language to belong to separate states or separate regions whose
official languages are either French or Eng/ish.

ln such cases people of the same ethnic group cannot

understand one another across frontiers arbitrarily created by occupying powers unless they can
speak in their own African languages.
European languages or,

The newspapers are usually pub/ished in one of the two

if they are in one of the African languages shared by !he two divided halves,

prove too costly to circulate far afield.

ln such areas it is only the African - language programs on

the radio which can bridge the gulf.

lndeed,

the question of language is pecul iarly relevant to the problem of communication of every type

in Africa.

European languages have been both a blessing and a curse .

lt is true that through

English and French Africans from far-flung parts of Africa can easily communicate;

at the same

time where the same tribe was divided between two colonial powers who were themselves speaking
different languages, the divided halves are instantly made strangers to each other.

Even some of the

problems which bedevil intellectual discussion are themselves structured in the very languages of the
former colonial masters .

II is not by accident,

who came up with the concept of negritude,
intellectuals .

This essential ist concept

for instance , that it is the French-speaking

Africans

hotly disputed by most Engl ish-speaking African

( which means roughly that something in the psychic make-up of

black men which separate them from white men) never took deep root in English-speaking Africa.

The Somalis : A

Nation of Poets in Search of an Alphabet by Jeanne Contini

( 1964).
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The reason was not simply to be found in lhe ditferenl types of colonizalion but in lhe very substance
of the 1wo European languages. The English language does nol lake kindly lo lhis form of inlelleclion.
11 Ts too blunl an instrumenl 1 1oo common-sensical. The best we could come up wilh lo malch lhe
ralher abslract French concept was Nkrumah 1 s use of the phrase:

' The A f rican Personalily'.

A t the African Wrilers 1 Conference 1 attended some eight years ago, a dispute arose between two
West African i n tel l ectua l s, one of whom spoke French and no English wh i le l he other spoke only
English and no Frensh. However, someone discovered they shared a common Alrican language. II
was jokingly suggesl ed lhey may be able to resolve their intellectual dispute if they resorted 10 Yoruba.
And indeed, lo everyone ' s surprise, lhey discovered a common word in Yoruba which seemed lo
cover fairly precisely a concepl they had dilficully conceplualizing in either French or English. This
was clearly past a joke.

What 1 am suggest ing in thls roundabout way is that l he European lingua fr ancas have sometimes acted
as a barrier to commu nica t ion bel ween peop l e of the same tribe;

that il is fairly diff icul t to overcome

problems created by European ba l kanization 1 which lamentably failed to take into accounl national,
tribal or cultural integrities simply ~y the use of books and newspapers. The cost of the written
word is too inhibiting. The difficully lhen can be overcome simply and cheaply by crealing African
language programs on lhe radio which are broadcast parallel to lhose in the European languages;
and the radio being no respecter of frontiers it can enabfe people who share a common identity to
communicate once again.

1 can see, of course,

that African polilicians who have inherited these small

'baronlc' domains are not particu l arly anixious to increase inlercommunication of this sort; bu t for
those of us who are int erested in the building up of large areas of un ity and understanding this is
devoully to be wished.

When you deal with mass communicalion in Europe you are talking about the effect that mass
communication has on language and hovv language is going 10 be attenualed and how lhings like
literary forms will lose their elegance; for us il is simply a queslion of being in search of a language.

The lack of a wrillen language which cannol, no mr.ttter how hard one l r ies, be blamed on European
colonialists 1 is jusl one aspect of the matter.

Yel lhe oral tradition possesses some benefils which

anlhropol ogisls as wel l as socio l ogists have been al pains to polnl out. 0 '3vid Riesman poinls out,
1
for instance, in his very interesting article: 1 The Oral and Written Traditions 1
that 11 in the remote
islands of the Phillippines messages are conveyed orally with an accuracy fabulous to us, aware as

we are that a message or rumor need only pass through lwo or lhree persons belore becoming
unrecognizable 11

•

Similarly, the oral tradition developed in Africa to compensate for the lack of

written language is of the riches significance.

Wnal Riesman also notes is the very slrict socia l stratification between t he old

1

as reposltories of

lribal wlsdom and k n owledge, and the young who must sit at the teet o f ihe elderl y to imbibe such
knowl edge, that !he oral tradition inspires. Written language, of course, destroys this system of
hierarchy by providing dillerent sources of information. The new mass media, however, by relying
less on the abilily to read and much more on spoken as well as other types of communlcatlon, are
nol likely to embarass those in Africa who rely on lhe oral tradilion for instruction as well as for
enlerlainmenl. lndeed, the new mass media provide a meeting poinl belween lhe oral traditions of the
Third World and the technological societies of the West. The movement back to spoken poetry, for
example, chanted to musical forms such as jazz, brings radio and television Into lhe centre of
Weslern llterature, whi l e dispensing wit h publication or book readlng as an impor-tant e l emeni o f

Riesman ' s Article appeared in Exploralions in Communlcation: ed. by Carpenter

u

McLuhan.
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app rec i a.t ing a ce rlain type af poet ry • 1n !he T hi rd Wo rl d Co mput e rs and ot he r

memo ry

1anks

c ou 1d

free the mind from the necessity of storing a greal deal of informat ion in lhe m i nd through memorizing while maKing certa i n forms of mental chores familiar in t he West quile unnecessary.

Technology

is thus brlng l ng the over-developed and !he unde r-developed worlds closer together.

Jt would be less Ihan honest ol course to deny \he greal contribution made by lhe colonial powers to
the development af mass communications in the Thlrd World.

According to John Wilkins<::~n,

administ rator who helped set up r adio communicat i ons in Niger ia in

pu bl ic se rvic e rad i o stati on bro adcast in g an y whe re in wha t we n ow kn o w
t.IJ years later,

there are 42 nati c.m al

a s Bl ac k Afr ic a . T oday ,

so u nd radio serv ices s outh af lh e Silhara.

television services.

There are over 1 1 million radi o sets,

papers wilh a \otat

readership ol around three mi l l ion .

Television is siili a white elephant at !he momerot.

abou t

a B. B. C.

1927, there was nol a single

There are twenty

166 , llOO Telev i s i on seis,

231 daily

Most people feel thal African states could have

waited un\11 radio had been fully exploited before embarking on television pr<:>gramming,

but though this

wa.s no doubt a mistake, probably motivated by desire fo1· prest i ge among rnany Afr ican states,

the

continuous development af television elee t ronies along with space tech ni ques may yet make telev i sion a
cheap means of communication by vvh ich mill i ons of A f ric::ans c~s well as !he rest of the

Th i rd World

cowld immensely benefit. At \he mom.,nt,

• 001 per cent

at any ra t e,

television probably serves about

of \he population in Alrica.

The figures already mentioned above are in general not very impressive when you consider that a
population of 250 mill ion shares 1 1 mill ion radio sets.

ln No r th America,

said thal a population of 225 mil l ion share 292 mill i on radio sets
thal 85 mill ion te levision sets a re in use.

Bel g ium aio ne,

on \he other hand,

it is

(rnore Ihan one per person)

wi t h a popu la ti on of only

and

10 mill ion people

has 1 , 895 , 000 television seis.

However,

these f igures do no\ te it the whole s t ory .

including radio 1fstening and televis i on viewing,
listeners sharing one set.

ln Afr i ca

il

great number of human activities,

are still communal aclivities,

w ith perhaps six to Ien

lf you take the lowest figure of six listeners per set you end up vvith a

tolal of say 66 mill ion 1isteners.

As 1 said before, !he found<:'llions for br-oadcasting in Africa were laid by colonial powers.
was neve r

an aliruistie one.

The motive

lndeed, !he Ii rst type of rad io broadcasting by !he British in East

Africa was designed to serve only !he white settler minori ty to the exclusion of !he i ndi genous
populdlion.

No one ever lhought the i r

interest needed catering to. This vvas about

1928. As a

general rule both British and French broadcasting in \he colonial days became pari of a network af
!he administrative process keeping different parls of !he overseas possession in communication with
the mother count ries.
colonial

subjects,

Aparl from making known !he wishes ot !he metropolltan governments lo lheir

the purpose of rad io commun ications was ta create for the European settler

abroad a sen se o/ cont inuily with !he home cultures,

even thou gh th i s meant European sell i ers in

many parts o/ !he empire aping metropol ltö:tn fashions months after t hey had become unfashionable in
London, Pari s and Brussels.

ft i s therefore fair ta say that broadcast ing wes generally regarded

by Eu ropean powers "as an important fur1ction of adminjst ration which might ju stify considerable
1
expenditure and which demands careful iMvesti')alion by al l colonlal governments. 11

Wh ateve r

\he or-i glnal, intent i on s \he B . B • C • was

P lymouth Committee set up in Srilain Tn

1

ale r

1o se\ up an oversea s service vvh ich novv

19:36 to look into Broadcast i ng services in the co l onies.
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covers Afr ic a, the Middle East, Asia and the Far EaSl, including Japan, a t remendous network of
sklll ed publlc enterprise an d a d ministralion.

Within the co lanies them se l ves a machinery of broad-

casting was set up which has f ormed the basis of the communications systems run by the African
states t hemselves.

Because of the groundwork the colonial powers provlded, II meant that on taking

over, African and other Third World Governments did not have to start entlrely from the scratch,
both in te rms ol equipment and the training of personnel. Today the B. B. C , Overseas Service
provides m illions of tisteners in the Middl e East, Africa and Asia with a dally service of news broadcast and current a ffalrs programs: drama, business news, arts as wel l as sports coverage also
l orm an import ant part of the service.

Let us t ake a brief look at !he former French colonies.

Before the Second World War, all stations

in France were commercial. ln the colanies however there were Government stalions Which were
served by an agency called SORAFOM, an organization entrusted with the task of lraining,
equlpping and providing recorded programs for local radio s tations.

Developed after the War, this

agency continued to operate right up to the time Alr ican states became independent.
replaced by another French Government organizalion called OCORA Radio in Africa -

II was then

Jhe Olilee of Co -op eralion for

which itself has been taken over by the French Government ORTF, whose Jack

of freedom from Government control was amply dramatized during the May 1968 strikes when a
number of journalist s resigned from the service.
news, controlled from the Metropolitan cen tres,

This great dependence by African states on such
means

the~t

the African listener is r ,e ceiving news

that is pre-digested in such a way that a certain calculated response is induced from him .

11 1n

every independent French-speaking African country," says Wilkinson,

" the listener has been

use d to gove rnment-controlied raoto stattons with varying degrees ot f-=rench intluence since these
states became independent. As a result, radio tends to be regarded as the P resident 1 s publicity
agent in French- speaking Africans states.

The Cinema:

1'

(Emphasis mine).

Sanalily

Apart from radio and television,

the cinema i s another medium whose tuli po tentiality has yet to be

explolted in t he Third World, especially in Africa.

ln Africa, at any rate,

aparl fro m newsreel and

some educational films concerned with guidance and propaganda, the cinema has yet to make a
contrlbution to t he growing concern with art on the continent. Here is a medium which in other parls
ol the World is moving rapidly away from literature, especially the novel, a medium which in lhe
hands of modern dlrectors can and often does dispense with a written script. What thls medium can
do ln tapping the r esources ol rich traditions in Africa (dance, music, poetry and scu l pture) is too
exciting to conte mplate. However, up to now, with the exception of a few young African directors
in French-speaklng African states, the cinema has been almost entirely neglected in Alrica, no
doubt because of the tre mendous costs involved in the production of films.

Afrlcan s t a te s do not even own the means of distributlon.

ln East Africa dlstribution ls in the hands

ol two companies based in Nairobi . The first is 20th Century Fox which also owns some theatres
and acts as the agent for M. G. M. and others and the rest of the business is in the hands of lndian
Fllm Combines. According to a report by Jane Banesfield in the 1964 issue of Transilion:

" Most

l orelgn films are shown for a short Ilme, perhaps three days, and are invariably dubbed; the most
common film lare are lndian films of qulte inc r edible length and banality, and the n A merican and
Brltlsh westerns, murder mysterles and spectaculars." This is mostly true of West Africa also,
especlally Nigeria. ln Nigeria a few clnemas are in the hands of lndian expa triates who exhibfl the
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most appall ing throwa\Nays fr·om lndian stud ios.

Yet in terms ol !he population in Nigeria alone !he

potential market for !he cinema in Africa is staggering,

ln South Alr-ica where J come from,

the situation is even more absurd.

The problem there is simply

one of censorship which operates in such a \Nay th"'t nothing is shown in South Alrican cinemas
which ls likely to disturb !he uneasy sleep of it.s white cili:l'ens.
showing a fight bet\Neen white man and

Negrr>, especi all y

or ex.c luded al!ogether from public showing.
making love,
to white men,

To glve some examples:

From the opposite pole,

a film showing black and white

no! war, is also offensive to the Government .sensibilit ies,
scenes of interracial mixing,

any film

if a \Nhile man is beaten, is eithe r- cut

Negroes i n superior position

or even white people in bed together,

may not be shown

to black audiences, presumably on !he grounds that naked white IIe sh may be so provocative to
African servants that the while madam may no! be safe.
publieaHon ol Lady Challerlyls Lover in England,

lncidenlally,

when the ban was lifted loi"' the

South Africa siili mantained the ban. As one

"How wou 1d y ou 1i ke a book 1i ke that to f all

h ou sewife wrote in a 1oc al n ewspape r :

into the h and s of

your Native gardener? ''

However, South Afric:a is an abnormality.

Thet"e is no doubt af al l that in the rest of Afr i ca !he

!utu re of cinema holds exc iting possibil ilies.

You can show f il ms to large nu mbers of people anywhere:

in public squares,

in football

encl osu res,

in school halls and other pl ace s simply by using mobil e

projecting units.

A

]1

Mass-Communicated Future

!s not possible to discuss any a

"'f'""''

nl ,;;ne i"''Y wi!h'"-'',

the underlying ideology of that society.

goal s of that c ont inent .

rnming tn lhP. question of

think II was Franz Fanon who complained that what \Nas

wrong with Africa was l ack of ideology.
to the future devel opment of Africa,

«n<:>n<:"r cor t :o.tPr,

To talk

for instance,

ol the poss ib le contribution of mass communicat ions
impiies discu ssing soc ial , economic and pol itical

Natu rB II y , Af ric a sh are s many p robl e m s vvith 1he re st of t he Th i rd Wo rl d so

that what is true ol Africa is mainly true of the Third World.

1 realize that ln your discussion you seem lo me to work within a much more complex and graspable
real ity , so th al whe n y ou a re tai k ing about f i ght in g c ont rol o ne k nows what you a re u p again st .
Africa we simply do not know hovv to cope with this problem.

ln

Are !he mass media to be used to

direct the Afr i can popul ation? Jl you are a young country and you have certain objectives in m!nd,
that have lo be ta ken care of pretty quickly,
the msel ve s.

How do you sl ructu re th e

you have to organize peop l e or help them to organize

mass media , bec au se !he mo men t you have a grou p of

people who want to use media in !he sen se of dlt"ection,

then you have really !he problem of how

much other- sources of information would be allowed to creep into thal kind of program.
lind that II II is directed from !he centr-e,
structu re,

You might

for instance, that it will lhen become a self - serving kind of

that will not allow even !he very necessary c rilicism to lake place,

E speciall y

in a one-

parly state in Africa it is very valuable to have no! so much political pariies which are ln opposition,
but simply a plurality of sources of criticlsm ele. , that is not eliminated but worl<s withln the system
itsell \Nhich can a l lovv lor creative discussion.

But the moment you don't want to have control fl"'om

the centre, then you really lay \he African society open to foreign inlluences, usually exploitative
ones,
such,

such as 1 have indlcated belore,

so that !he dilemma ( maybe some of you don 1 t see il as

but

11

structure,
Centre,

do},
i, e.

rem.,.ins,

1 simply don

know whal criteria you could use in Africa for a good

in !he terms of mass communication in the society.

J1 is ei!her directed from lhe

in whlch case il is capable of s!lfl ing any form of criticism,

or it all ows for the kind of free
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crilicism or freedom ol thought

1

as one says in Western Europe 1 whlch usually impiies that the

people using the media will manipulate !he others without any effective intervention.

T he problem of the conlinuity of the economic system set up by !he European powers is just one
complicaling lactor ln Africa. II is hardly possible to start planning the future and the use of mass
communlcations ln the future without flrst destroying the exislfng sociai

politlcal and economlc system

1

which is a hang-over from the coton ia l days - and let me hasten to add - is siili very much allve
although some people think of the Afrlcan continent as now being independent.

The colonial sltuatlon

has simply be en replaced by a much more subtle form of lmperialism and exploitalion through the use
of the A frlcan elites who are 1

ln many ways 1 much mor e incompe t enl Ihan th e lr forme r

mast ers.

II is this new ruling African class 1 for lnstance 1 which is permilling Africa to be used as a dumping
place no! onl y for such commodlties as Coca Col a but for cul tural products devel oped outside of the
cultural silualion ln Africa. For instance 1 if you go to Nigeria you will flnd that televisi on there uses
en enormous

(fJantity of American materia! whose application to the African needs ls almost nll and

whose intellectual value is 1 to say the very leasl 1 limited. These programs include Cowboy lil ms of
the cheapest type.

The Americans 1 of course
howe ver 1 !he political

1

1

do not .force African television program planners to buy their materia! ;

and above all the economlc 1 re l a tionshlp 1 i s such that A fr lcan s tales have

become the dumping ground for obsolete materia! for which no one has any use. The exploit alion of
the African cont inent is therefore both automatic as well as systematically planned. ln the cultural
spher e it ls mor e dangerous I han in ! he economic lield because by e x ploillng the mass m edia 1
Weste rn countries can inject their capitalist consumer ideology into masses ot Airicans in a much
more subtle form. ln other words 1 indirectly 1 through lhese programs 1 American capilalists can
reach the masses over the heads of their own leaders; the peopl e would lherefore be absorblng all
!he values that African leaders say they are fighting against.

The fundamental need therefore must be to devefop African states both ideologically in terms of
structures as we ll as enabl ing lhose African states which wish to disengage themselves from 'Big
Brother 1 but lack the economic means to do so by giving them the necessary cooperation in money
and skills. II would be beller II such cooperalion came from neutral countries between the two Blg
Powers

1

countries such as Sweden or Finland. Africans themselves must form a coope r a tive union

for devlzing programs suitable to their own needs. There is, above all

1

the problem of professional

control of !he media by those who work in II: that ls to say 1 democralle control.

ln Alrica it is to be recognized that the mass media can only be lntegrated within the lramework ol
economlc and politie af deve lopment; radio and television
terms of securi ty

1

1

for instance 1 are of vital lmporlance ln

in terms of teaching and directing the population toward certain political ends; it

ls there fore a vain hope to assume that any Alrican states would relinefJISh all control and leave il
in lhe hands of prolessional people working within the industry. Therefore the mass media tend to be
used more or less in a manipulative way. VVhat one has to see is whether within this structure 1
say in a one-party slate 1 the mass media cannot be used as a direct llnk bet ween the masses and
the bureaucracy al the top 1 providing channels of crlticism as well as informallon. Though not
oppositionai the mass media can therefore provide a plalform of internal self-critlcism lo avoid
st agna tion. On the side of news people shoul d have as free an access t o all lnfo r matlon as is
possible. There are of course certain dangers in thls. By !he end o f thls decade 1 for example 1
there is likely to be eflected !he greatest revolution in mass communication. Such a revolution would
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mean that people every where wou l d have easy access to every bit of information, and you wlll theretore have something very nearly like an information explosion! What is dangerous in this situation is
that people wllhout any ideological guidance may not know how to evaluate such inlormation and how
to fit the facts together in such a way that the information torms a coherent picture. This calls for
vigil ance against cul tural i rnperialism and polltical brainwashing of the masses by deepening the
educatlonal process.

However, we cannot, as in Europe, follow those who are ready to throw up their hands in despair;
already mass communication is fultilllng a vita l ro l e in Atrican development. 01 course mass communi ca t ion is a dirty word in Europe and Amer ica, at l east among certa in cultured peop l e. II ls usual ly
thought of as a problem: the effect

it has on the written language and generally on the quality o f life.

Theretore mass communication ln Europe and Amer.ica is usually llnked to something called
culturel or 'mass-cul t 1

,

1 mass

a phenomenon thought to be attributes of a highly industrialized society. For

us in A trica the need to communicate per se, what means we can use to break Atrica 1 s isol atlon
from the world as well as Atricans from one another, is s t ill such an overwhelming problem that we
would rather think of methods of increasing or deepening the aesthetic wor th of the mass media
rather than throwing our hands in the alr and wishing they were not around. The Third World has
already s e en the emergence of one cou ntry which is harnessing the media to its ideol ogy w ith some
exciting results. This is Cuba.

Cuba is not of course perteet but she is busily making a number of innovations which are in teresting.
For example, the use o f posters as both a vehic l e tor beau t iful abstract designs as we ll as f or
instructing the populace in the simple objectives of the Cuban revolution have been remarked upon by
a number of visltors as an exciting contribution to pop art because some of the most serious Cuban
painters a r e now work ing in this medium . What this shows is that instead of feeling dispirited by
lack of capitalist pa t rons, the artist in Cuba, through the very poverty of his society, has been
forced to explore new areas of communication.

The same is true of the cinema in Cuba. Because of the American embargo on trade with the island,
Cubans hav e been deprived of importations from Hol lywood, a grea t deal o f which was t rash ; now
the Cubans are forced t o import only the best from Europe, East and West and what was an
Amerlcan economlc weapon has worked to the advantage of that small heroic country. The Cubans
have even begun to make their own films, one of which was highly praised in lts recent showing ln
Europe .

\11/hat 1 had intended to point out, at any rate, was the fact that the problem ol the deleterious eflects
of mass media on culture is too academic for us in the Third World. Book learning and the elitlst
concept o f educat ion c r eate the very strat iflcation which the rnass media would help to bre a k down .
Research done ln Africa has shown t hat peasants who Iisten to radio know as much ab out the
Vietnam War as most literate viewers and llsteners in Europe;

a democralle use of radio and

television, t herefore, would go a Iong way to de-mystily many aspect s of urban culture which Atrican
el iies a r e using as a weapon agalnst their own n on-literate people in the countryside. To be an
intelligent voter would no longer necessarlly Mean being first able to read and write.

But what is needed primarily ls an ideology in Africa. Most Africa politicians profess to be
socialists o f one sort o r

another; but any swift glance at the economic and politlcal activities on the

contineni qu lckly convinces one that African politicians, with a f ew honorable exceptions such as
Julius Nyerere, are simply lnterested in preserving t he status quo which was obtained while
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Europeans were masters, with only this dilference that lnstead of the exploitative but highly efflcient
European class you now have an e><Piollative but highly lnerticient Afrlcan rullng class.

Thls ls a pit y because Afrlca has the real chance ol using the mass media in such a way that nonliterate peasants can leap from their traditionai societies straight into the age of electronics; they
can be llnked directfy to a technological society vfa the mass media; they can be educated and
b r ought Into contact with many cultural artefacts of d e veloped societles. Their Ie vei of expecta tions
can be raised so that they would be less satisfied with what they have and demand more of what
they don 't have. Above all, even at the risk of becoming poorer for the time being, African states
c ould break thelr absolute dependence on Europe and America for mass produced foreign product s
which have no particular relevance to African needs.

The bulk o f programs put on African television, for example, are products of American television,
some of which are over Ien years old, but which are made available to African s on a very cheap
basis.

These programs include very bad Westerns and other forms of A merican escapism. As far

as Radio is concerned, there is now a

considerabl~

competition for the African llstener on the

Alrican alrwaves, but what is lackl ng i s any ctear ideological content.
lnformatlon Agency t s Voice

~

There is the Un ited States

America broadcasting from Llberia; there ls the Voice

!:?!

Germany

broadcasting from Ruanda, there is lhe British lnformation Service and the B.B.C.; and to m ake
the scene even more bizarre there is the Radio Voice of the Gospel run by the Lutheran World
F e deration Broadcasting Service, transmilting on a form idable schedule in 15 diHerenl languages
around the clock. There are the French, Arab , the Soviel and other radio transmissions. This ls
a new Towe r

of Babel. Some form ol a cooperative agency is obiou sly vitally needed here.

Let me end this paper by pointing out once again that Alrica, as well as other parts of the Third
Wo r ld, provide a good laboratory for testing out certain assumptions, theories or hypotheses about
audio-vlsual methods of communication. Thls is so because A frica is ln a transitional stage ln which
the new structures and institutions have not yet hardened beyond hope of change. ln the educational
sphere we can test the theory as to whether we can ·in fact instruct people who have no book
learnlng thr ough audio-visual methods. Perhaps the possibilily ls that you can dlssemlnate s imple
information, and stimulate people aflerwards to learn to read and grapple with more comptex forms
of ideas and thought,

ln any case , Africa presents a challenge. Dare we accept it?

DISCUSSION

( Chairman: Dr. Nordenstreng)

Mr. E .S. REP O:
His presentation was divided Into three parts: firstly the international organizalions, then thetr joint
work,

and finally sa tellites.

lnternat lonat organlzations in the broadcasting fteld, lhe originat being the lnternatlonal Radio Union
(U IR ) was founded 45 years ago. Thts was splll during the Cold War at the end of the 40 ' s and
two organizatlon s were formcd in Europe:

1) EBU was founded in 1950 and lts active members

consist mainly of Western European countries and some underdeveloped countries in Northern
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Alrica.
Asia,

ln addition there a r e a l a r ge g roup of ass oc i a ted broadcasting organizations from Africa,

the United States and even som e from L..atin Americ a.

Television Ot' ganization
present forrn in 1949,
countries .

2) OJRT ,

( of whic h he pr' esen t ly i s F' residen l ),
is open to a ll s tates in pt'inciple,

present for political reasons .

if China would take an active part;

South Vie! Nam,

South Korea,

All-lndia Radio and Television,

Malesia , e tc .

uni on.

and va r ious Pacific islands,

which has close t'elations with the Arab League.

The Arabian uni on has

This provides them with strong possibility to

The union has only been functioning a short time,

it recently had its second general

and it seems that there at'e very gt' eat possibilities for it to star't functioning as a

The Asian Broadcasting Unio n,

in his opinion,

including such countries

The youngest broudcasting uni on is !he Arab

the advantage of having a universal language, Arabic.

assembly meeting,

whose

Jt seeks cooperati o n with EBU and also with OIRT,

but there are many large political o b stacles to this .

cooperale .

it does not at

The main office is in Japan which a ls o

lt is a very loose organization pol itically,

City of Hong K o ng,

States Broadcasting Union,

however,

The third large union is the Asian Broadcasting Union, ASU,

leads the functioning of the uni o n.
China,

1946 and in its

but the possible viewer and listening

membership consists of th e non - corn m uni s t countries in Asia,

as Formosa,

founded as OJR in

but the members are mainly from socialist

The r.umber of members is l e ss than EBU 's,

audience would b e I'Nice as lar'ge,

the Jnternation a l Radio and

a s well as th e Alrican

Ot'ganization

(URTNA)

are weak

due mainly to theit' language difficulties . The L_atin American Broadcasting

Association is mainly a uni on of c o mmercial broadcast e rs in Latin America,
the advertizing prices were the greatest probl e ms dur'ing their meetings.
at an international conference which Unesco convened in

and as far as he knew

They have been present

1968 whe n all broadcasting unions were

invited to discuss satellite questions .

At present,

cooperation is !ncreasi!ig be!'.."..'~(!ri !he o!hc:-

~:-~ i cn :;

.:::.nd O!RT.

O!RT hu s an agreement

to cooperale with EBU, the African Broadcasting Union URTNA and the Arab States Broadcasting Union.
Union,

The only uni on with w hich OJRT has no official agreement is the Asian Broadcasting

but discussion has been held to this effect,

even though it is politically a difficult question.

The aim is to form some kind of organization so that the ac t ivities of the various broadcasting
unions would be globally coordinated. A

typical example of the s ituation today is that in Mexico in a

year ' s time there will be an educational conference,
because,

apart from Spain,

which does not interest Europe very much ,

Portugal and ltaly, thepe are few analphabets in E urope .

But for all

the other countries the most pressing issues concern the 1iteracy and school education through
broadcasting.

Such a conference interests URTNA, ASBU and ABU,

hand there are a large group of join! interests,
transmission,

but no EBU. On !he other

e. g . program exchange,

program production and exchange of experience.

which basically could be under su c h a common organization.

tariffs for program

Ali these are join! undertakings

lt is naturally only as a resu lt of difficult

and hard work that such an organization can be formed but such a basic wish exists in all
!he parts of the world that he had been,

possibly with the exception of !he United States,

where the

function of broadcasting is very strongly commercial.

A

few words on the satellite question .

The Intelsat system is under development which is

administered by the Americans and the decisions are made by Comsat which is an American
company . At the moment negotiations are going on
system.

to

establish permanent agreements for this

The idea of the system is to develop one world-wide satellite network or system.
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The difficulty is one of decision making,
what happens in this system,

if it is not already there.

or rather the United States.

the tariffs have somewhat decreased during the last few years,
high in the opinion of the broadcasting unions.

but at !he same time they are still

Intelsat tries to become a

members may not become members of any other organization.
to.

At !he moment Comsat dictates

Intelsat functions on a commercial basis;

world-wide uni on,

At the moment there is a second system under development by another super power,

Soviet Union.
Atlantic,

This is not as far advanced as the Intelsat system,

the Pacific and the lndian Ocean;

!he

and its

The se conditions are not yet agreed

Soviets intend,

the

which has satellites above !he

however, to put up a synchronous

satellite south of Ceylon, then there would be two competitive satellites above the lndian ocean.
Soviets have also developed a nonsynchronous system,
same place in relation to earth,
This is in working condition,

The

where the sateli ites do not remain in the

but are available for use only at certain periods,

the Orbita system.

and had experimental transmissions as far as France.

He had

recently discussed satellite questions with the Russian satellite Minister who had said that Russia is
just stepping into the international arena but up to now the satellite system was only intended for
domestic use;

presumably USSR now will try for direct competition with Intelsat.

The formation of

another satellite system would become a lot cheaper Ihan Intelsat is at present .

Mr.

ROTKIRCH :

He wanted to add one thing on !he need for a common global broadcasting un i on : it has been found
that when speaking of communication satellites one needs some kind

of organization which speaks

for all broadcasters. The UN Outer Space Committee lasi year set up a Working Party on Broadcasting satellites, e. g.

those transmitting directly to receivers without the use of a ground station,

and this Working Group has put a lot of attention on the broadcasting unions,
opinions.

The UN has the internationai

the broadcasting unions and the UN,

Teiecommunications Union,

and if the UN wishes to make comments in these matters it

must turn to each individual union without any coordination.
broadcasting is detrimental;
between themselves,

and the need for their

bui ihere ;, no connection with

This lack of agreement in the field of

because the regional broadcasting unions cannot agree on matters

someone else comes in between them,

and their vie w s are not brought to light.

He then spoke about the satellite organLzation:
The only working world-wide satellite organization at present in civil use
satellite systems)
1964,

is Intelsat.

About 70 countries have joined this organization since its founding in

and it at present has satellites over the Atlantic,

cover the majority of the globe.

Pacific and lndian oceans ,

synchronized to

Agreements on Intelsat 1 s behalf are made by Comsat,

shareholding company in which American common carriers own half,
other half.

(there being also military

an American

and the general pubtie the

These two partner halves each eleet three members of the Board of Governors and the

P resident of the United States appoints another three.
affairs and through this Intelsat 1 s affairs,
only look after the Intelsat business,
in !he interim agreement !he U S

ln fact,

the common carriers decide Comsat 1 s

due to their strong position in Comsat.

Comsat does not

it is also the U.SA i s official representative in the Intelsat,

voting power cannot hold less Ihan 50, 6

%

and

of the voting power.

Socialist countries do not belong to this organization, Yuogoslavia being the only exception ( it has
only recently joined).

The agreements of Intelsat made in 1964 were provisionary,

to form permanent agreements before the year

and the idea was

1970 . The se negotiations are still open,

however,

but one can say that they have progressed so far that the United States has agreed to reduce their
voting power to 40

%,

and there is hope of it becoming more democratic so that other countries have

more to say in the future organization of Intelsat.

lt has also been proposed that the management of

Intelsat shall be handled by an international body in 6 years time.
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Also in civil use apart from Intelsat there is another satellite system in the USSR called Orbita.
the Intelsat System,

ln

transmissions are made from ground stations with !he sateli ite to another ground

station which forwards the signals using !he terrestrial network to the receivers.
stations work as both transmitters and receivers.

The Intelsat

The Orbita system works in such a way that

transmissions are made from Moscow to the satellite,

and therefrom it is divided into over 20 ground

stations which are purely receivers in different parts of the Soviet Union. These then forward the
signal to !he area receivers.

ln this way the Moscow television

program

can be transmitted

throughout the whole country,

which would otherwise be impossible as there is no terrestrial net-

work for such transmissions.

Last autumn Mongol ia joined the ORBITA system.

construct ground stations in other Eastern European countries for this system.

A

There are plans to
ground station . is

also under construction in Cuba .

A

second system is being developed in the Soviet Union calied Stationara which would be a

synchronized satellite,

designed at present only for the lndian Ocean and not for world-wide trans.;

mission.

Two regional

sateliite systems being planned in Europe;

Western European State join! project.

the English/French Symphonie,

They are planned for use in

and the

1975, and will then be able to

transmit television and telephone traffic.

The Arabian countries pian their own television sateli ite for Arabian countries,
plans for area sateliites for the Spanish language Latin Amet'ican countries.
or less for educational purposes.

National plans are quite weli

and there are also

The se would be more

This has been investigated with the aid of Unesco.

advanced in various countries:

Jndia has the first which wili appear in

1971, to use their own sateliite which wili mainly be for educational programs,
of reaching ali 500.000 lndian villages when they have receivers.

and wili be capable

This is interesting in that it will

be the first developing country which has no ground network of its own and the construction of
such would involve a great deal of time and expense. The sateli ite wili
work.

-

Canada wili have their own satellite in

1971/72.

-

aid of Unesco as well as Indonesia for their many islands.
sateli ites,

substitute for this entire net-

Brasil plans their own system with the
-

The USA has many plans for

but the ground network is such that it makes the problems somewhat different.

USA has also '3n experimental satellite system calied ATS.

-

The

This was used during the Mexico

Olympics when the Intelsat satellite broke down.

Military satellites wili come into civil use soon.

Much expense has been poured into them and there

are at present at least 2 different sateli ite organizations,
the other under the Air Force.

the one under the control of the Navy and

NATO has its own system of

12 satellites. One of the USA

military satellite systems is now using strong satellites that are planned for Intelsat only in
This is called TACSATCOM,

and has been developed to such an extent that signals can be given

and orders directly from the satellite to soldiers from
that it can be carried on a

airplanes,

the receiving antenna is so small

1

soldier s back.

Plans are under way for USA and Latin American countries for Cavisat,
Chile,

Venezuela,

1974.

and Bolivia with universities in the United States.

Iinking up Ecuador, Peru,

lt has been developed to such

an extent that it is planned to have connections with the American and Latin American schools.

lt

is planned to have a computer in the future to check examination results and educational programs
would be produced also in the U>SA.

This system is being developed by three companies,

Comsat,
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Hughes Aircraft Corp. ,

and General Electric.

This has apparently caused a

sen se of alarm among

the Ministers of Education in these countries.

The Unesco conference in Paris lasi December discussed the future of satellite educational programs
and their problems,

proposals were made especially those of the Latin American countries,by lndia

and some African countries that some kind of international agreement must be made to prevent
smaller countries from receiving programs they do not w i sh and that Unesco should untertake a
study of the protlem.

Professor SMYTHE:
My interest in this began in 1959;

sin c e then Ploman,

communication with each other about the developments.

d 1 Arcy and 1 have been in pretty constant
1 would just like to say that the present

predicament in relation to organization and policy for satellit.e s could have been avoided.
satellites became to some extent a cold war instrumentality and,

The

as an American recently put it, they

grabbed the technology which they saw available and kept it out of the U N

and associated organiza-

tions as much as they could . At the time Comsat was organized by an Act of Congress.
that time an American and 1 testified against the Bill

1 was at

in both the House and the Senale Committees .

There was an alternative which we were proposing at that tim e that you should at least know
existed .

We proposed that the satellite should be innovated temporarily under a Government

organization,

NASA,

or some other and that after they had been proven,

they should be turned over to a United Nations agency,
Philco Corp.

said this publically,

on a week on this issue in

As 1 see it,

too.

some of us proposed that

and 1 may say that the president of the

But there was an extensive debate in the Senale which went

1962.

an important guestion is the one raised by the chairman of the program control s in

relation to satellite broadcasting. Obviously this is a
become aware of.

question which people are just beginning to

The proposal as made by me with the aid of Ploman that the satellite organiza-

tion should be on a world scale,

a federation of regional broadcasting unions,

and programing

should be conducted by the professional broadcasting organizations through the Union.
that the programing policy should be by mutual consent of the participating nations,

We proposed

and that it should

proceed from the least controversial to the more controversial. As mutual agreements chould be
worked out for it.

1 think this still remains as one possible approach.

The thinking as 1 understand it around North America is very undeveloped on this question.

1 have

heard responsible and highly-placed Americans suggest that there is no problem here at all, that
broadcasting by satellite will be a

regional perhaps a national enterprise,

and the only problem

would involve spill-over of a signal in border areas .

At a recent meeting again in the U 3A 1 heard the same person talking in terms of the necessity of
an international understanding on the program policy.
solutien to unwanted programs;

He felt that jamming was not an adequate

he suggested that prior consent could be obtained from the people

who would receive the programs before they were put up.

There is some movement in the devel-

opment of thinking about this in the USA.

1 would also like to comment about the larger and long-run significance of the satellite in relation to
our human organization on this earth.
today that as a

As one looks at the history of man 1 s technology,

result of !he new industrial revolution beginning about

one can see

100 years ago, that not only in

the field of communications but in the field of military applications and public health,

we have a
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technology which extends on a

supernational level beyond the effective authority of the nation-state.

communication satellites are a beautiful example of this.
insoluble .

The

The problem which they post is in principle

1t is a dilemma which does not seern t o give any obvious solutien.

Communications policy

for the nation-state is possibly as essential to its sovereignty and integrity as the mil itary which it
has,

and yet communication satellite technology forces the nation-state to divest itself of some measure

of national control over the operatien of the instruments of communication.

This is a great bind.

lf

you are a nation-state and want to continue to live in a world in which nation-states are the building
blocks in which the society is organized .
world operations of the technology,
WHO,

The tendency seems to be towards functional

not only in communications but in the area of health,

regional and
through

and of course the kind of uneasy international minuet which is pe r formed around nuclear

weaponry and similar technology,

has the same general effect . On the military side the technology we

now have makes war no longer a viable instrument of national policy,
weapon you have Ios! everything,

My hypothesis is that technology,
danger point of destruction,

because if you use the

and it is not longer an adequate defence.

by transcending the nation-state,

is moving us perhaps beyond the

and that the communications satellites are terribly important as they

develop regional and world concensus or public opinion.

ln this context 1 would like to raise the

question of the role of communication satellites in facilitating or forcing the nation to agree to some
kind of international news-gathering and news - dispensing organization as has been proposed by the
study done for Unesco about

15 years ago.

Even on the basis of an international news secretariat

or on the basis of a cooperative in which the working journalists were !he people who owned !he
cooperative .

With communication satellites coming along this way how can the world afford to

continue with the totally inadequate world wire services,

all of which today are national in their

origin and their biases.

II you look at the map of how Alrican countries have to communicate with each other by telephone,
you will lind the wires running under the water to London or the Paris and then back again to
Alrica.

With a point-to-point continental service in Africa the countries could have the control of !he

appropriate technology of talking to themselves,

and this would be of value for the development of an

autonomous identiy for !he nation states in Africa to have this.

ln Europe does the problem of the parking s l ot or the orbital location of frequency assignment bring
together nations to consider the uses of the sateli ites and perhaps indirectly bring together the broadcasting organizations?

ln the Western world this acts as a force which should lead to hemisphereic

consultations as to the plans of the various nations with respect to putting up regional
satellites,

for either point-to-point or broadcast uses.

can do it alone,

Some in the West,

mainly Americans,

and the latecomers will have to accept the orbital slots remaining.

should be prior consultation at the diplomatic level before the meeting of ITU in
than just the slots is involved

Mr.

E .S.

(all technicalities,

1 feel

1971.

feel they

there

Much more

etc.) .

REPO :

This does not be l ong to broadcasting organizations,
on a

governmental

Mr.

ROTKIRCH :

but the post and telegraphs administrations,

and

level.

ln Europe the question is for the telecommunication
problems in broadcasting.
agreements,

or national

administration,

but we are not unaware of the

This problem has tried to be brought to the administration to get some

but so far it is our administration which has been slow to grasp this.
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Mr. KALLIO:
The problem of program control.

1 have heard several times words about a world-wide service and

wonder if Professor Smythe could give us some more information about how it would be possible to
make this kind of system,

taking into account your statemeni of the dangers to a nation-state and also

considering how difficult it is for the UN today to decide on such matters.

Professor SMYTHE:

1 agree with the size of the problem,

but have no easy answer.

Not only that of what is acceptable programing,
new international legal problems.

but copyright,

lt lnvolves many problematic areas.

etc. , all of which bring forward

We are very far from having identified the position of the problems,

much less the solutien. Ali this seems to illustrate the fact that the engineers have run away with
things,

Mr.

technology has been developed beyond the programing.

KALLIO :

ls the idea to have an organization which is global on the first level,

with the national level providing

news and entertainment for national consumption and this world-wide service concerning political
issues from the UN and,

further,

would it be in the power of individual countries

2ither to accept

or ignore it?

P rofessor SMYTHE :
When one first hears about the technology the tendency is to assume that the problem is global in
scope.

But 1 think this is magnifying the problem bey o nd the realistic time dimension.

problems will occur nationally and regionally first,
are added together.

1 think the

and then become global when the regional blocks

lf one stops to think about the global broadcasting problem there are a number

fo considerations that support this cautious view. One is that at any given hour a third of the world' s
population is probably asleep . A

secend is that there are very few subjects at present in which

the whole werld would wanl to simultaneously to be exposed to a broadcast.
whole logistical difficulty ef muunting it,

Then there is the

se that 1 think we should deal with the regional and rational

problems first.

Mrs.

HAUSEN:

Professor Smythe stated that technology has eutrun us,
have the technical pessibillties.

the future and our behavior from the present situation,
more total way,

and we don't knew what to say when we

But shouldn 1 t we instead go the opposite way -- net try te build eut
but try to get a picture of the future in a

thinking about werld planning on a wider scale,

norms and behavior,

i. e.

also te define our problems at least negatively,

al se try te think about global
and also to go in fer a system

which controls the worst dangers . Then one could develop the broadcasting system more ratienally,
more precisely.

Professor SMYTI-iE :

1 am happy to hear you say that, because very few people have this point of view. 1 agree with you .

CHAIRMAN:

Mrs.

This seems to be an ideal solutien,

but how could it be organized?

HAUSEN:

You might say that this is ideal but not practical or realistic.
in this way,

Anyway people are beginning to think

both in the USA and the Soviet Union and also in Europe.

This means that if it is not
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faced in time

1

they will think ahead of you

1

and also act ahead of you very Cf.Jickly . Thls really

means that if there i s developing a syst em bu lld up by the super
lltlle to say any more;

it is too l ate.

forces th en lhe Thlrd Worl d has

There fore for instance Unesco activities in the field of education

and communication, should be watched vory closely.

P r o fessor SMYTHE :
1 agree with you comp l etely.
llke to make again.

You just reminded me of one comment 1 made yes terday that 1 would

There has been v ery fruilful cooperallon between Swed en and Canada with regard

10 direct satellite broadcast ing in the UN 1 and Yougos lavia has particlpaled slmilar initiatives within
Unesco with Canada and Sweden. Coming from a small country in the shadow of a super power,
1 am lnclined to paraphrase Marx and suggest that all nations of the world should unite -- 1hey have
no1hing 10 loose bu1 thelr chains. ln 1his area i1 is very urgent 10 collaborate.

Mr. VAKKILAINE N :
1 would llke to draw a tt en1ion to technica l and other social development which appear in o1her a reas.
Could no1 this global organization only work together with the deve lopment, ::.1epwise in different
fields.

p rofe ssor

SMYTHE :

Ye s and no. This is a 1ruism 1 but if you allow

the power struggle to sellle th is question wlthout

utlllzing whatever organs lor inter national legislation, you may not like the resuils very well .

Mr. VAKKILAINEN:
Then we may develop a n Ideat

1

hui will it work?

Professor SMYTHE:
What is called for is a new and flexible kind of political taetie which e mploys the con1radictions in the
situatlon 10 lhe advantage of the world interest as against priva1e intere st .

There are a lot o f 1hese

con1radic1ory elemen1s which are blocklng people who would like to do 1hings'.

CHAIRMAN summarlzed 1wo central 1hemes in the discussion:
1 ) technology ol 1he sa tellite age which lmplied as a necessary complement development towards
regionalization, towards larger blocks I han single nations within the lield ol broadcast ing .

This

regional izat ion does not mean a world or g l obalization.
2) the rela11onship to organizational arrangements with whlch t he satelli1 es and other technol oglcal
equipment are used. Here we face the poll!ical realities and soci al development, economical and
political development ln each region. At thls organizalional level we also lace !he clue ol the whole
game 1 1. e. the goal of broadcasting and !he potential conllict be1w een dilferent inte r es1 groups -the ln forma tion conveyor on the one hand 1 and !he surrounding state and o th er lnterests on the other.
The Chairman asked Mr . Repo to r ead hls comment on the goals of broadcasting systems around
the world , which would be an appropriate end of the day 1 s meeting.

Mr. E.S . REPO:
1 have 1 to some extent,

u

. S .A.

1

Africa.

got acqualnted with various broadcast ing activities in Europe 1 Asia

1

th e

1 believe 1 also know something about the broadcasting ac tivil ies in Au stralia .

The

most vague idea 1 have is that of South Amerlca 1 where the organization also may be more comp lfcat ed. ln South Amerlca broadcasting is directed by the state 1 the army, the U

.s .A.

1

the
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eommereial enterprises,

the party -

in other words the general pieture is rather multiplex.

From a

global point of view it looks at present as though the broadeasting aetivities in most parts of the
world are experienees as a media of direetion and not as a eommunieation media,
not as a media serving the pubtie and its needs but direeting the pubtie.
make an exeeption,

in other words

Only very few eountries

so few that 1 eannot even mention examples of them .

1 eonsider the basie problem of these broadeasting aetivities as follows:

is radio and television a

media of direetion or a free eommunieation med i a? ln most parts of the world broadeasting in regarded
and aecepted as a direction media.
in the Middle Ages.

1 would compare its structure to what the Catholic Church meant

lt had in its possession the Knowledge and naturally also the power and the

means by which this power was realized : the priests, the churches and the stakes.

Ali over the world the politieal importance of broadeasting has increased and all over the world those
who make !he decisions in polities take a growing interest in broadeasting aetivities .

We are slowly

realizing the threat of and ecocatastrophe caused by poltuli on and we start trying to prevent it.

But

ln my opinlon there is as bi a threat in !he fact that the communication media is becoming a direction
media,

especially as regards electrieal equipment.

satellites .

ln the years 1 time we shall be in !he age of

lf we do not see to it that the freedom of expression is preserved,

it might happen that in

Ien years 1 time !he broadcasting activities are no longer a communication media,
of

direction and manipulation.

but merely a media
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SECOND OAY:

COGNITION AND ITS MANIPULATION

by
Yrjö Ahmavaara

Cognltlon and learning

The materia! event in the central nervous system which is experienced by a human being as the
blrth of a thought in the consciousness will be called cognltion in the following.

Cognition of a

thought thus is a momentary event which happens at the very instant when the thought in question
origlnates in the consciousness of a human being.

Cognition of a certain thought may be preceded by a temporally prolonged nervous process which
lays the foundation for cognition. This nervous process witl here be cal led the process of learning.

Learning by conditionlng

An individual may l earn information in two ways, different in principle, to which there correspond
two different types of the process of l earning. These two processes of learning dlffer from one
another in a fundamental way, in the sense that they are based on two basically different cybernetic
principles: self-regulation and self - steering.

The first of these two types of learning is learning by conditioning or, what is the sam e

1

learning

by means of reward or punishment. One learns information 1 for instance, by trying to get a reward
dlfferent from the information itself. An example of this kind of reward 1 external to the process of
learning 1 is the food which is used as a reward in learnirig experiments performed on animals. The
examinations and degrees which are competed for in schools are also examples of this kind of
external reward,

as are also the occupations which are the final goals of vocational schoollng.

ln addition to strlving for an external reward, learning by conditioning also appears in another from,
i. e. that of learning through trying to avoid some punishment. An example of learning through
conditioning of this particular kind is that conditioned by an electric shock 1 ollen used in learning
experiments on animals. The experimental animal learns a new reaction in order to avoid an
electric sho~k. ln school, as we all know, punishments are also used to direct learnlng lo some
desired end: for instance, a student may be taught

11 good

behavior 11 by threatening him with a sanc-

tion.

ln cybernetic terms, learning by conditioning is a process of regulation which is directed from outside the sys tem. The popular expression
conditioning. The term " manipulation"

1

11 brain-washing 11

is best applicable precisely to learning by

often used lately in speaking of the learning of information,

also refers to learning by conditioning.

The drawback to tearnlng by condilioning (or to learning by means of rewards and punishments, to
brain washing or to manipulation) is the fact that it puts the teacher and the student (the manipulator

The problems dealt with ln this and the following paper have been considered rr.ore systematically
ln the author's book lnformaiion (in Finnish). Weilin-Göös, Helsinki 1969.
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and the manipulated) into unequal positions as far as the right to self-regulation or self-control is
concerned.

The manipulator exploits one of the fundamental rights,

i. e.

that of self-control,

in such

a way that he determines the direction in which cognition in the manipulated person develops. He
determines toward what objects, thoughts and knowledge !he cognition of !he manipulated individual is
directed.

This may

furthermore

have social consequences,

Ieading in turn to other kinds of

exploitation of the manipulated persons in favor of the manipulators.

Thus learning by conditioning is

not consistent with !he democratic principles which are the goal of mutual intercourse between human
beings.

However,

learning by conditioning is not even congruent with !he best pedagogical and psychological

principles of learning. Learning in human beings occurs better and more naturally in the form of
so-called spontaneous learning.

Spontaneous learning

Learning is spontaneous if the reward of learning is the learned knowledge itself, together with !he
intellectual entertainment involved in !he learning process.

The word

11 spontaneous"

refers to the fact

that there is no external reward or punishment in this kind of learning but that instead the learning
ls based on the structural conditions of the learner himself .
learning by "insight",

We can also speak in this connection of

and we can consider this kind of learning to be mot ivated by

"intellectual

curiosity".

Whatever expression we use to describe this kind of learning,

we are justified in claiming that

spontaneous learning is a basic characteristic oi ail living beings with consciousness,
klnd of learning process is continuous throughout the waking hours of the organism
interrupted only by sleep) .
riments on animals.
learning,

and that this

(the process is

lt has been possible to demonstrate spontaneous learning even in expe-

We can refer here,

for instance,

to the experiments on so-called latent

ln these experiments the animals learned the structure of a labyrinth without any use of

external reward or punishment.

On the basis of cybernetic theory we can consider spontaneous learning as the fundamental and most
important Ieature of high-level self-steering systems.
in learning,

which is a common misunderstanding;

Spontaneousness does not mean lack of goals

it means only that the learning system itself

performs selection of its goals during the learning process .

Such a self-steering organism is a

cybernetic system for which certain compensatory types of feedback couplings are typical
Lange,

( see Oskar

Wholes and Parts, Pergamon Press 1965) . Under the direction of its own coupling

structure this kind of system develops,

starting with some external stimulus,

which is spontaneous in the sen se that the goal of the process
withln the domain of ergodicity,

a self-steering process

(!he so-called direction function)

independent of the original stimulus.

is,

By changing the external

stimulus within the domain of ergodicity we get different processes of self-steering,

which, however,

approach the same direction function as their final goal.

The behavioristic traditlon in psychology has,
learnlng so popular lately (Suppes,

as a consequence of the theories of conditioned

Estes and other),

tended to view all kinds of learning from the

point of view of conditioned learning. For this reason psychologists have tended to develop even !he
methods of teaching employed in schools on the basis of conditioned learning (e,g , the teaching
experiments of Patrick Suppes at Stanford University).
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The signil icance ol conditioned learning is greatest in the learning ol instrumental reactions and ol
1
other lorms ol behavior closely connected with the rellex background of hu man behavior,
but it
diminished the more the higher intellectual activities are in queslion . The learning of one 1 s native
language almost certainly happens by means of spontaneous l earning. lt i s no wonder, then,

that

criticism direct ed against theories ol conditioned learning as a universal exp l anation of human
learning started as criticism of the theory of conditioned language learning. This criticism was
initiated by the well-known linguist Noam Chomsky in his comments on Skinner ' s book on verbal
2
behavior .
We can add lhat a similar criticism could be based on cybernetic theory as a theoretical
scheme emphasizing the signilicance ol self-steering for high-level cybernetic systems.

Social process ol cognition the mechanisms ol manipulation

The ~ process "or cognition can be delined as the total process composed ol the learning
processes in the individuals belonging to the society in question, and ol the mutual interactions ol
the·se individual processes.

II lollows from the definition that the social process ol cognition is partly

manipulated, and partly spontaneous.

The mechanisms

2!

manipulation which are active in the social process ol •::ogn ition are lhe means

by which the existing social system regulates and directs the cognitive processes of the individuals
who live within this social system. This regu l ation is realized, ol course, by means of ce rt ain
rewards or punishments. Depending on whether the direction ol cognit ive process is realized by
means of a reward or a punishment, we have two fundamental types of the Social mechanisms of
manipul at ion:

( 1) manipulation by means of social rewards,

such as jobs, titles, degrees, social prestige etc.,

and

( 2 ) manipulation by means of social sanctions, in which we may include sanctions that follow lrom criminal or deviating behavior -

in addition t o the

also all uses ol power which may imply

some form ol exploitation.

Since the distribu tion of rewards and sanctions in society depends, in the last analysis, on the
fundamental economic system of the society,

it is this economic system which in the Iong run directs

the general tendency of the social process ol cognition.

lt follows that there is some manipulation ol the social process ol cognition in every social system
in which some acts by individuals are either rewarded or puni shed. This definition evidently includes
all social systems which have so far existed . However 1 manipulation is particularly strong, on the
one hand in typical competitive societies, where the work input ol the individual is close ly bound up
with his Iiveiihood, and on the other hand in authoritarian class societies, in which both economical
and other sanctions in excess are brought to bear upon the individual.

II foltows from the fact of social manipulation ol the cognitive process that in every social system
where mechanisms of manipu l ation exist the cognitlon of certain specific ideas is easier Ihan the
1 have considered the behavioral mechanisms in which conditioning plays an important role in my
book Cousal Explanation of Reactive Sehavior. Houghton-Mifflin (in press).
2 See Noam Chomsky

1

Language 35, No.

1,

26-58,

1959.
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cognition of other ideas . The former kind of ideas,

whose cognition is easy,

form together the

prevalent way of thinking or the intellectual hegemony ln the society. Thus the existence of

an

intellectual hegemony in a society is a consequence of the functioning of the social mechanisms of
manlpulation. As soon as we can speak of specific mechanisms of manipulation following from a
specific economic system,
of thinklng,

we can also speak of a specific intellectual hegemony or a particular way

which these mechanisms tend to induce in !he people living in this society.

Social process of cognition:

spontaneous, critical cognition

ln spite of the mechanisms of manipulation an individual may also cognize ideas which deviate from
the prevalent accepted ideas of !he society.
However,

it is possible,

as Iong as he is awake.

This is made difficult by the mechanisms of manipulation.

since it is characteristic of human beings to learn new things spontaneously
Thus !he cognition of new ideas may occur even if these ideas are not

consistent with the intellectual hegemony prevalent in the society.
critlcal cognition,

We may call this kind of cognition

since it involves !he cognition of ideas inconsistent with the prevalent way of

thinking.

Spontaneous, critical cognition or,

what is the same, the cognition of new ideas inconsistent with the

intellectual hegemony often begins within a minority group in the society.
be called the foregroup of cognition

This kind of minority may

( of the particular idea in question).

Gradually, the cognition of a new idea spreads to a larger and larger group, until this idea may
eventually become a power which changes the prevalent intellectual hegemony and the prevalent
social order. Then the new idea becomes pari of a new intellectual hegemony,
developed by new foregroups with new ideas.

which is further

This kind of process has been characteristic of the

cognition of new ideas in science and in the growth of social ideologies.

Foregroups of cognition

II is evident that there are some social groups which are more likely to function as foregroups of
cognition than are other parts of society.

We can consider two conditions to be necessary for

critical cognition :

( 1) the individual must be in conflict with the prevalent social system and with the prevalent
intellectual hegemony,

and

( 2) he must have a sufficient intellectual capacity for the analysis of this conflict .

From these conditions it follows that the social groups in which foregroups of cognitlon are likely to
appear in modern industrial society are
-

the proletariat or people who are economically exploited within the existing social system

( whether

industrial or agrarian proletariat) ,
-

deviating individuals,

norms,
-

whose normal behavior differs from that prescribed by the prevalent social

and

students and intellectuals,

people for spontaneous,

to whom the society usually offers better possibilities Ihan to other

critical analysis.
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The service function and the autonomic function

1 shall now consider !he social institutions of cognition,

by which 1 mean !he school s,

universities and the institutions for mass communication.
cognition which are owned by society,

the

1 shall speak only of those institutions of

and for which society can thus set the goals.

The most important distinction which can be made among the institutions of cognition is the
distinction between institutions whose main function is to perform a specific service,
and institutions which have an autonomic function,

Every social
way.

on the one hand,

on the other.

institution which is necessary in society of course serves the whole society in some

By specific service 1 mean here only those services which are performed for a Jimited

organization or interest group within the society

(e.g.,

the state, a particular circle of customers,

industries ele.) but which does not comprise the society as a whole.

The autonomic function of an institution of cognition is always a relative one . The institution is the
more autonomous, !he greater !he extent to which this institution is able to define its goals itself. 01
course, every institution of cognition which is owned by society must have a controlling organ which
represents the interests of !he total society.
or weaker:

the weaker it is,

However,

the control of the institution may be stronger

the more autonomous the institution in question .

The distinction between the functions of the institutions of cognition which was made above is
fundamental in the sense that it determines the fundamental nature of !he cognition that occurs with in
the institution.
cybernetically,

The functioning of an institution which is concentrated on specific service is,
a process of regul ation directed from outside.

happening in these kinds of institutions are manipulated.
institution,

Thu s the processes of cognition

The more autonomous the functioning of an

the greater the extent to which this functioning may be self-steering, and !he greater the

possibilities for spontaneous,

critical cognition .

The service tunetien and the autonomy of schools and universities

Traditionally only the universities have been allowed a

relative autonomy in our society.

of the other school s has been defined from !he point of view of service,
general service,

partly specific service by nature .

The function

which has been partly

The schools must supply the society with the

people who are able to keep the wheels turning; earlier this attitude involved going to school in order
to enter the service of society in government or security functions,

now it means going to school in

order to enter productive life . The idea according to which the main function of the schools and the
universities is specific service can be called the technocratic conception of education. Even the
functions of mass communication have sometimes been considered from the point of view of the technocratic conception.

II the functions of !he institutions of cognition are considered lrom the point of view of specific service,
there is the evident danger that spontaneous, critical cognition is made difficult in society.
other hand,

we cannot ignore !he specific services that are necessary for society.

On the

However,

it can

with good reason be claimed that with the progress of productive technology !he relative share of
specific service in education can be restricted and better possibilities thus created fo,• spontaneous,
critical cognition in educational institutions.
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The gradual reduction of the share of Special service in education makes it possible to dimln i sh,
gradually , !he share of examination oriented study in s chools and universities,

and to orient these

institutions toward a study community type of learning . To emphasize !he autonomic function and to
facilltate spontaneous, critfcal cognition it is also necessary for schools and universities to develop
into open institutions, cultural centers,
entrance.

into which

people from different social circles have free

This is necessary in order to get foregroup s of cognition from different social groups

into these educational institutions .

The autonomic function of mass communication

The media of mass communication,

such as rad i o and

television , do not pr i marily perform any

specific services necessary for production and Iiveiihood

(even !he transmi s sion of news is a

general service serving the whole population) . Accordingly,
one,

in !he relative sen se cons i dered above.

their natural function is an autonomous

II follows that radio and television should depend as

little as possible on any other organization or pressure group in society.
not be , for instance,

controfled by commercial interests .

state should be as Ilmited as possible . A
reduces the autonomy of this med ium,
critlcal cognition in society.

However, even the control e x erted by the

strong control over radio and te levi s ion by the state

and diminishes its possibilities of advancing spontaneous,

This in turn is a necessary

expansion of democracy in ·society. A
only in order to reduce some other,

Radio and television should

( even though not suff ic ient) condition for !he

strengthened control on the part of the state can be justified
more dangerous kind of control.

THE PROCESS OF MASS COMMUNICATION

by
Yrjö Ahmavaara

On the definition of mass communication

A

medium of mass communication is distinguished from the other communication media first of all

by

the fact that it does not set up personai contact between the sender and the receiver of the message
but speaks impersonally to a

11

mass 11 audience, !he

11

public 11

,

to which the messages are addressed .

Thls distinguishes the media of ma ss communication for instance from the telephone .

Moreover, the more typical a medium is of the mass communication media,

the less pre-selected is

the public of each message . Th e public of the newspaper of a political party is more clearly preselected Ihan,

say,

the public of a normal radio or television broadcast.

Thus radio and especially

television are more typical of !he mass communication media Ihan are the newspapers.

Another medium more typical Ihan the newspaper is the movie,

which in its character as a medium

of mass communication lies somewhere between newspaper and radio.
i .e.

radio and television,

comes !he film,

The so-called ether media,

are thus the most typical media of mass communication in our time . Then

and after that the newspaper .
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Literature,

in particular the kind of llterature which is intended to speak to a large audience on

social problems,

has some of the characteristics of mass communication.

its most typical clearly differs from mass communication.

A

However,

reader reads a book as an individual

and the act of reading involves a mental discussion with the author.

Thus the event of reading can

be said to set up a personai mental ·contact between the reader and the author.
than these two,

A

the reader and the author,

book is not even written for a

literature at

No other persons

are involved in the mental situation of reading a book.

"public" but for an individual,

although an individual not selected

beforehand. The unselectedness of the receivers of the messages communicated in literature recalls
of course the unselectedness of the mass communication audience.
to both literature and mass communication.
individual who will read the book) ,
author.

However,

This is a characteristic common

a book is addressed to an individual

(to any

and aims at a personai contact between the reader and the

This distinguishes typical literature from a typical medium af mass communication.

The main types of mass communication

1t is evident that the social function af a mass communication medium can be more distinctly defined
than the social function af literature.

1 mean that it is possible and reasonable ta formulate and

realize exactly defined general goals for the content as well as for the organization of mass communication .

With respect to literature,

on the other hand,

goals as far as the content -is concerned.

it is not possible to formulate any realizable

This is shown clearly enough by the many unsuccesful

attempts that have been made ta control the content of literature,
the desires af church,

or ruler,

organization of book printing,

for instance ta make it conform to

or state. Only the organization af literature,

of the economic pasitien af authors,

by which 1 mean the

and of book distribution, can be

planned and formulated in terms of exactly defined goals.

ln the formulatien of goals for the content of mass communication we can first distinguish between
three main categories.

Thus we can speak of

-

informational mass communication,

-

commercial mass communication,

-

ideological mass communication.

and

lnformational mass communication tends to maximize the amount of information contained in its messages.

This means that informational mass communication offers to its public as the largest possible

number of messages which are as significant as possible and which are new in the sense that the
factual content af these messages is not known ta the public beforehand.
facts involved in the message are new to the public;

VVhat is essential is that the

only new facts contain information,

in which information is precisely defined in the logical theory of semantic information
Ahmavaara,
London

Informaatio,

Helsinki

1969

( in Finnish) and Bar-Hillel,

in the sen se

( see, e. g.

Language and information,

1964). Thus speaking af the information contained in a message presupposes knowledge of

the earlier information which the receiver af the messages already has.

ln the case of mass commu-

nication this means that we must be able to estimate the average knowledge,
based upon it,

and the way of thinking

which the unselected public of this medium already possesses. Only messages which

add something to this average knowledge contain information as far as mass communication is concerned .

Commercial ~ communication is based on the sale of messages.

lt follows that the content of

commercial mass communication is determined by the things which the public already knows how to
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want

(and is ollen

manipulated to want).

For this reason commercial mass communication tends to

mlnlmlze the information content of its messages:

it tends to tell its public what the latter already more

or less knows. Accordingly, commercial mass communication ls the logical opposite of informational
mass communlcation.

Examples of commercial mass communlcation in our society are commercial

television and commercial weekly magazines.

We can call confessional !he type of mass communication in which only messages which are consistent
with a particular political or religious ideology are allowed.

Closest to ideological mass communica-

tion in our society is probably !he political and the religious press and,
dlstributed by any ideological organization.

in general, the publications

The stricter !he censorship this kind of publication

exercises in the selection of news and other messages according to an ideological point of view, the
more ideologlcal is the mass communicalion in question.

The following discussion is restricted to !he informational type of mass communication.

The functions of informational mass communication

lnformalional mass communication can be considered a three-step process :

lntellectual
activation

Transmission of
news

Behavioral
activation

Mass communication
proper

Transmission of news means here !he transmission of "raw" news materia! as such,
commentary or any kind of background.

without any

The mere transmission of news thus does no! build any

intellectual wholes out of the messages it offers.

lt does not provide any systematic background to the

news.

By intellectual activation is here meant the construction of intellectual wholes out of information.

The

purpose of these intellectual wholes is to provide a systematic background for the comprehension of
the world,

including a systematic background for !he news.

gives facts about various recent events,

While !he transmission of raw news only

intellectual activation also provides ideas and concepts

enabling the listener to comprehend the facts.

We will

soon come to the distinction between news

transmission and intellectual activation in greater detail.

Behavioral activation must of course be distinguished from intellectual activation.
no! always lead to action.
comprehended idea.

Mere thought does

To comprehend something is no! !he some as to act according to !he

Whether or not individual persons or groups of individuals are stimulated to action

by the information given in mass communication depends on other factors too,
content of mass communication.
can be achieved for instance,

and not only on the

Action ollen presupposes personai contact between individuals; this

within some organization.

no! sufficient in itself to stimulate people to social action,

Thus a medium of mass communication is
although informational mass communication

may be a necessary condition for the growth of social action in our Ii me,

in some area of social

activity at !east.

News background is the particular pari of intellectual activation whose purpose is to provide the
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background information necessary for !he comprehension of news.

We can also say that news back-

ground commentary is distinguished from other intellectually activating programs by !he fact that !he
topic of a typical news background program is determined by !he actual news of the day
recent days),

( or of some

while the topics of other intellectually activating radio and television programs are not

restricted to the actual news materia!.

News background information can be provided either in special

current events programs or in connection with ordinary newscasts.

We can distinguish between two kinds of news background information:
( 1) terminological background to !he news:

difficult or abstract concepts that are involved in the

language used by the news broadcast are explained and illustrated by means of concrete examples .
( 2)

general background to the news :

information about !he social,

historical and geographical

circumstances which must be known in order to understand the news .

The functions of informational mass communication can thus be represented graphically by !he following picture:
The functions of informational
mass

communication_

News service

lntellectual activation

Transmission

News

news

Other intellectual
activation

background

(News background is the common domain of the spheres of news service and intellectual activation.)

The difference between the two main functions

So far 1 have characterized the difference between the transmission of news and the intellectual
activation only by saying that the mere transmission
out of the messages it oflers" and

11

intellectual activation does these things,

Now

Transmission of news

deals with concrete, real
aiming at generalizations

of news "does not build any intellectual wholes

does not provide any systematic background to !he news",

while

shall describe the difference in more detail:
/ lntellectual activation

events without

deals with general ideas (although it may use)
concrete cases as examples for illustration)

is tied to the topical events of !he day

is not bound to topical events

is offered the framework of daily newscasts composed of diverse messages

is offered in a more or less systematic form composed of messages which are factually connected

which are no! factually connected with
one another

with one another by !he general idea they want to

!he selection of messages

must be based on phenomena which !he listener or

( news selection)

illustrate

is based on !he extent to which !he listener's

viewer al ready recognizes as important

daily life is affected by !he event reported,
independent of whether !he listener is aware

criterion of information)

of this effect or no!
of information)

(=

internal

(= external criterion

is best when using fiction,

is documentary

l
"EXTENDS THE SENSES"

with or without documen-

tary materia!

11 STARTS

BRAIN ACTIVITY 11
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Summlng up,

we can illustrate the difference between these two functions by saying that the

transmisslon of news acts as an extensions of the senses of the listeners of of the viewers,
intellectual activation works as a starter of brain activity .

while

The transmission of news only serves to

extend our sensory perception to include phenomena which do not occur within our lmmediate
physical environment. News transmission expands !he environment from which we have information
comparable to sensory perception.

The transmission of news as an extension of the senses has its own special traits,

which are not

always taken into account by the criticisms directed against the passivity of news reception. ln fact
a certain passivity of information reception is quite natural in the reception of news , just as the
reception of information via the senses is mostly passive.

Typical news reception,

sensory perception, does not arouse immediate reactions,
mentlon any immediate action .
same,

1ike normal

either emotienai or intellectual, not to

(News about a catastrophe is an exception from this rule. ) • Ali the

the transmission of news may have a lasting effect on the cognitive processes occurring in

the listeneri s brain.

News transmission supplies materia! for the cognitive processes.

We can even

claim that !he lasting effect is the deeper, the more factual and undramatic the transmission and
reception of news themselves become.

These ideas about !he "passivity " of the immediate reception of news as a condition for the lasting
effect of the transmission are reasonable from the point of view of the theory of semantic information
(see,

e,g , Ahmavaara,

different reasons,

Informaatio,

Helsinki

1969 (in Finnish).

Similar ideas, even though for

have been presented by Göran Palm in his book "En orättvis betraktelse".

An lmmediate active reaction is,

1 think, unnatural in the reception of news . Only in the case of

intellectual activation must we expect such an immediate active reaction . As its lasting effect,
succesful intellectual activation creates a critical att itude towards common prejudices.

Remarks on the problem

11 How

to get a message through?"

We speak of the problem "How to get a message through'?
always distinguishing them from one another,

11

ollen in three different senses without

i.e.

1) in the meaning of exposure to the message,
2) in the meaning of initiation of some cognitive process by the message , and
3) in the meaning of

11 comprehension 11

of the message,

as Iested by means of interviewing the

listeners of the viewers afterwards .

A

message has been gotten through in sense 1 as soon as it has been observed. No cognitlve

processes -

except the perception of the message -

are involved,

and no problems of

11 understanding 11

arise; the understanding is in thls case trivial and occurs as soon as the message is perceived.
There is a special category of news messages where we can be satisfied when the message has
been gotten through in sense 1 . This is the case of news messages composed either of a
documentary film or of a description of a concrete event in terms of concrete notions.
news can be called concrete ~·
comprehended .

This kind of

Concrete news does not need any background information to be

Background is necessary only for abstract ~.

i . e.

for news whose verbal

formulailon involves abstract notions (even though the reported case itself is a concrete event of real
life) .
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Only messages whose purpose is lntellectual activation must be gotten through in sense 2 in addltion
to sense 1 • These messages must start some immediate cognltive process in the braln of the
listener or of the viewer. Thls ls necessary in givlng background inlormation for news, as well as
ln other lntellectually activatlng programs.

There are se veral conditions for getting a message through ln sen se 2:
-

as the starting point

of the program we must choose somethlng which ls Jmportant to the

llsteners or the viewers,
- the message itsell must be new and surprising lnsofar as it really contains informatlon or new
knowledge; a message whose content is already known does not start any cognitive processes ,
-

lntellectual entertainment must be involved in the way in which the message ls offered

(avoldlng slowness of thought,

shlftlng the polnt of vlew and presenting new ideas and new facts

swlftly),
-

the language in which the message is given must be 1) precise,

2) as concrete as possible,

3) without metaphors which are difficult to understand , and 4) without clumsy phrases and
sentences; in short: language which is both semantically and syntactically correct and not too
difficult ls required 1
- dramatlzation and emotional loadlng must be controlled so as to support the lnformatlon contained
ln the message.

The lasi condition presuppose s that we must offer to the viewers or the listeners some possibility of
identification (e.g, avoidance of too

peculiar

performers or staging) but, on the other hand, we

must repress excessive emotional identificatlon by using some means of estrangement. Thls ls
necessary ln order to encourage a crit ical attitude, which helps the liS1ener or viewer to understand
the information involved in the message.

Ge tt ing a message through ln sense 3 ls a problematic issue. Can we depend at alt upon lnterviewing
technlques ln attempting to answer the question "How to get a message through? 1' ? 1 thlnk that the
behavlorl stic methods we have relled upon so far are too rough to give much information on such a
complex probtem. Thus we can hardly so far give any

11 empirlcally

verified 11 answer to the question

"Has a message gone through? 11 • However, this is a problem that 1 do not consider ln detall here.

CONSCIOUSNESS-INOUSTRY ANO DEMOCRACY

by
N-B. Stormbom

The word

11 consciousness-industry 11

(

Bewusstseinindustrie) is a term used, and presumably devised,

by the well-known West German author and social eritie Hans Magnus Enzensberger. By it he means
the mass communlcation media ln general, and the electronic media, i.e. radio and television, ln
particular.
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According to Enzensberger,
existing today,

everywhere,

in all of the developed technocratic social systems

social1st as well as capitalist,

democralle as well as authoritarian,

a clear trend is

observable toward the use of the mass media to control and guide !he state of mind and opinions of
the majority.

This is the same as an aliempi to perpetuate !he present hegemonies and systems, to

fortify the position of the institutions and groups at present in power, to prevent changes or development.

lnstead of !he earlier materia! poverty,

we are now threatened by the danger of spiritual

poverty. The individual 's freedom of choice and his possibil ity of affecting decision-making within
the society is becoming more and more imaginary and less of a reality.
democratically governed countries,

This is true also in

where the banner of multiple values is very c .onspicuously upheld.

ln reallty there are, on the one hand, the masses of people 'Nithout actual politie af influence over
whose heads decisions can be made allowing collective suicide decreaslng group in which all politie af power is concentrated.

and on the other hand,

an ever

According to Enzensberger we are

moving towards a new oligarchy.

Thus a majority of the people in the developed lands,

with the exception of some desperately

rebelling students and isolated h ippie groups, are moderately resigned to this state of affairs, and
accept it. Enzensberger blames this to a large extent on !he exploitation of the consciousnessindustry.
form of

By this means the people can .be offered,
11 harmless 11

on !he one hand,

entertainment guaranteed conservative,

amusement and opium in the

and on the other hand one-sided or down-

right false information supporting the existing power structure.

lnformation which is disadvantageous

to the govering groups is suppressed.

One could perhaps claim lhat Enzensberger is exaggerating and overgeneralizing.

Nevertheless,

it

seems to me that the tendency which he describes is clearly observable at !east to some extent
everywhere,

although its strength and emphasis may vary.

ln a capitalist,

market-economy country

these mechanisms work in a sligh!ly different way from a dictatorially governed country in which a
socialist ideology prevails.

But they are operating in both,

cement the existing system to maintain the power structure,
11 dangerous"

and in both their purpose is the same:

to

to obstruct the spreading of new

knowledge and criticism, to prevent the acquisltlon of information whlch might lead to

alterations in the social structure.

01 some European countries with a democralle made of government and a mixed economic system perhaps not the least being Finland -

one can say that there various interest groups are at present

fighting among themselves for the control of !he electronic mass media like dogs over a juicy bone,
with the aim of employing these media to gain the upper hand and thus ensure their own power
positlon. Even if they don 't achieve quite this much, they can at least try to guard against others
gaining advantages and to make sure that nothing adverse to themselves and their goals comes
knowledge of the public . This attitude in our own beloved Finland -

to the

which unfortunately but indisputably dominates rather clearly

is far from the principle of free speech.

speech in a deep voice during ceremonial and

electoral

speeches,

wish to grant it to any other Ihan our own interest group,

We can talk about freedom of

but in practice we hardly ever

whether this be of an ideologicical,

commercial or religious nature.

Representative and parliamentary democracy has undoubtedly,

despite its weaknesses,

been the best

from of government lnvented or Iested up to the present day from the point of view of the individual;
lt provides on the average, the most freedom,

security,

justice and means of influence. Nevertheless

it ls becoming more and more clear that in its present form it threatens to become tao rigid and
slow to fulfill its function ln hlghly developed and continually rapidly changing technocratic and
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industrialized societies.

We seem,

infacl,

to be headed toward a state of affairs in which , des.pite

decisions strongly affecting the individua1 1 s life and destiny

democratic principles and regulations,

are made by a steadily decreasing circle,

over the heads of the great majorily. Even in countries

with the firmest traditions and strongest regulations, democrac y threatens to become more and more
illusory and o l igarchy more of a reality.

And those to whose advantage il is to maintain and

strengthen such a trend have found a firsl-rate weapon in t he consc iousness-industry .

ls there a solutien to lhis? Can democracy be developed in a more flexible,
deeper direction Ihan al present,

of affecting political decisions in toda y
become increasingly alienated,

and al the same time

so that it w ill o ffer and guarantee to !he individual real possibilities
1s

and tomorro w

1s

rapidly changing world? Or will the citizen

held together and di s ciplined by means of !he consciousness-industry's

false world and untrue information ,

one of a puppet-like mass exploited without restrictions for the

good of the small political and economic governing group (until the day when nuclear war,
catastrophic pollutlon or the exhaustion of natural resources brings a

final solutien to all problems) .

II ls not possible here to go in more detail into the real meaning of this fundamental and highly
intricale question.

But let us assume at leasl as a working hypothesis thal realistic possibilities of

saivalion siili exist.

ln this case,

and if ·Enzensberger 1 s assertion that the consciousness-industry

being and importanl medium of presenl mis-direction are true -

which 1 believe they are -

faced with the following question : how can this be corrected? How can the mass media,
particular the electronic media,

which are the most widespread and effective,

and many other countries are publ.icly owned,

we are

and in

and which in Finland

be changed from a weapon in the hands of the

ol igarchy to a real servant of democracy.

The question can be approached from two sta r t ing points :

Even today,
media,

individuality and universality .

a serious mistake made by many critically-oriented intellectuals with regard to lhe mass

and in particular to · television,

is to assume an unconditionally negative and thus sterile

allitude toward these media. Any criticism of the consciousness-industry which demands lhis of its
media is meaningless and absurd .
a

whole .

II is as absurd as a proposal to liquidate industrialized Society as

The only means for !he individual who wishes to fighl actively against !he drawbacks of

the consciousness- industry is to enter into the game himself and try to work from !he inside taking
advantage of !he industry 1 s own channels,

its own conditions and its own hidden conflicts.

The rapid developmenl of the consciousness-industry to a key-position in the modern world and
society,

according to Enzensberger ,

Whether he likes it or not,

radically changes the intellectual 1 s social roles and position.

even whelher he is aware of it or not,

this industry whose destiny depends on him just as his on il,
reinforce the power of various authorities,

he becomes an accomplice in

and whose main tendency today, to

is in conflict w ith his own wishes.

accomplice of the consciousness-industry because he is necessary to it,
is not able to avoid its tentacles,

if w e want to put it that way).

He becomes an

and in time,

il to him

Even if 1 could imagine a

(he

"creative"

individual, carefully guarding his moral inviolability , who individually succeeded in escaping !he
lentaeies of the consciousness - industry,

this would not really in the Iong run be a gain,

!he opposite . The only result would be that another would take his place,
opportunistic and less resistant,

but rather

presumably one more

and the general tendency toward uniformity and power reinforcement

would continue, perhaps at increasing speed.

An individual who does not wish to submit to becoming a direct or indirect tool of oligarchical
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endeavor should not, therefore, try to remain outside but,
another become involved ,
He should,

but not without reservations,

in a certain sen se,

on the contrary ,

should in one way or

and not by allowing the system to corrupt him.

sabotage his exploiters and their aims,

insofar as their real

objective ls the preservation of the prevailing power relations and the hindrance of continued
democratic development.

ln this way we might possibly reach a situation in which !he role of the intellectual is no longer thal
of an accomplice in Enzen s berger 1 s sen se.

One in which the intellectual is no tonger involved fn

furthering and perpetuating the oligarchy, nor does he allow other to do it

1

but is helpli"lg to guide

the consciousness-industry onto a road !he signposts of which are freedom of information
discussion,

eritie af deliberation,

individual thought and commitment.
instead of one of sedation.

1

open

intellectual activation of the public, the arousal of the pubtie to
The consciousness-industry then becomes a medium of information

Thus the mass media become an instrument in the formation of realistic

conditions for rejuvenated democracy by widening the field of information and acquainting people with
the social developments and problems which face them.

lf we wish to examine the relationship between the consciousness-industry and democracy from a
general point of view,

we can ehoase as our starting point

1

for e x ample,

that taken by the Finnish

Broadcasting Company 1 s LRP -Group in their program policy deliberations . They have divided
broadcasting company activity into three main groups according to the primary guiding motivation. The
types are commercial,

ideoi ogical and informational,

as mentioned in Ahmavaara 1 s presentation above .

We shall here again briefly review these types.

The commercial aspect of !he Broadcasting Company' s program activlty 1s regulated by the fihancial
structure and the ideology of the consumer society.

The aim of the programs is to draw as many consumers as possible to radio and television,
advertisements,

in other words incitement, based on suggestion, to buy a product

possible audience .

1

so that

reach !he largest

Commercially-oriented and -controlled mass media activity can never serve truly

democralle aims,

since the need to

"sell

11

which i s characteristic of such activity can never form a

suitable basis for information transmission with the purpose of providing new knowledge significant lo
people 1 s view of the world.

We can speak of ideological program activity when the starting point is the "truth" as proclaimed by
a partlcular social theory or as experienced by a particular ideologically homogenous group . This
type of media activity can also as be called authoritarian.

lt has generally arisen in societies where

the social order is strongly centred in the hands of !he politie af leadership.
it be a dlctator,

whether

a government or a party, dictates !he form of activity of the mass media and their
ldeologically di,~ected mass media activity also cannot w ork to !he benefit of truly

program polleies .
democralle aims,

This leadership,

because it transmits only such a world view as i s consistent with !he prevailing

ldeology and censors any materia! which is inconsistent with it .

Jnformational media activity tries deliberately to avoid the censorship which may result when
ldeological materia! of the foregoing type ·;s pari of program activity . This does not mean that such
ideological

11 truths 11

program activity.

should be excluded 1 on the contrary they should also be included in informational

Jt only means 1 as 1 have mentioned 1 the necesslty of avoiding ideological censorship .

This is possible if program activlty as a whole includes various ldeological views side by side,
which thus cancel out the lnformation barriers by each. The princlples of the informational mass
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media actlvity should be derived lrom lhe general concept ol inlormation, which means that dlflerent
world vlews are approached as alternative assumptions rather Ihan as ldeological truths. To take
a concrete example, this means that Marxism and Christianety must appear side by side ln program
actlvlty so lhat their messages can compete under equal conditlons with regard to !he publ Ie.

II is apparent that the lirst two types ol media activity, namely commerclal and ideologlcal, serve to
perperuale the prevaillng systems and the need ol those with power to keep this power ln their grasp.
Only the form of activity described above as informalional can ln my opinion serve as a basls from
which the mass media can ofler the public the greatest posslble amount of the most correct inlormalion about the world around us and lts problems, and so lead to a broadening and deepenlng of
democracy.

The Finnish Broadcasting Company has been purposefully aimlng ln thls direclion lor the lasi 4-5
years. Something has perhaps a l so been achieved, although the opposition of cerlaln economlc,
rellgious and polilical power institutions and their leaders has been, and siili is, severe. ln order to
secure these alms certain social measures are necessary,

such as the revision ol broadcastlng

leglslation ln a more progressive spirit, but above all it requlres a greatly increaslng and deepening
recognltlon, both in pol itically active

circl~s

as well and i n the society as a whole, ol the nature of

the truly democralle frame ol mind: tolerance, permlssion of oplnions and views other than one t s
own, an awarenass of conllicts and discussion of problems, an attempt at maklng declslons on the
basis ol lnformat ion as many-slded accurate and widespread as possible with the greatest possible
number of !he members of soclety taking pari in the decislon-maklng process.

How can thls klnd of awareness be spread? This is how: by taking advantage ol the channels oflered
by !he mass media. They are ol course guarded by st rong batallions: batallions made up of the Iin
soldiers of loollshness, the stooges ol power and slippery careerists, idle phraseologists who have
outlived thelr time.

But even so the positlon is perhaps no! entirely hopeless. The developmenl of

the past year justifles, 1 think, desplte setbacks, a cautlous long-range optimism. Perhaps the day
will really dawn ·When the consclousness-industry will nol obscure but clarify our awareness when it
wlll make the publlc become conscious and wlll serve not ollgarchy, but democracy. The battle over
the directlon and content of the mass media continues. II wlll characterize the 1970's Finland as in
many other socleties.

DISCUSSION

(Chalrman: Mr. Peltola)

Prolessor SMYTHE:
1 enjoyed Stormbom 1 s paper. 1 would like to see develop some of the understanding ol !he strategy
and taeties of the consciousness lndustry. There is a soclologlst called Thomas who dld a study of
the Pollsh peasant and one remark he made seems to be very lmportant to remember. He said
11 \Nhen

we deline a silualion as real II ls real ln ils consequences 11 ,

and therefore the dellnitlonal

probiem ls where 1 would begln wlth my commenl on the paper. II seems thal !he definition ol
commerclal programming ln the program strategy should be consldered. You have a separate
category for ideological consideratlons. You have a separate category lor ideological considerations .
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1 would suggest that the proper · place for the commercial segment is under the ideological.
ideology, or confession.

lt is an

1 notice in Canada and in other nations outside the USA a tendency to

regard advertising as not being an ideology,

and 1 think this is a hangover from the

when advertising was innocent and naive and informative,

18th century

but today advertising is neither innocent nor

1t is a manipulative skilfull and ideologically thorough all-view af life, as one encounters it in

naive.

the US, that consuming commodities is a sufficient goal of existence, the basis of life, that the whole
system depends on it.

have found that graduale students at the University af lllinois seriously

believe that when they buy some commodity it extends their personality,

and when asked if it does

not, they have difficulty i n explaining that it does not, they really believe it does." The anthropologist
Jules Henry in a book "C~Iture against Man" American,

describes the point of view af the consumer

society:
11 1nsatiably

desiring,

infinately plastic , totally placid and always a bit . sleepy,

disloyal to products,

unpredictably labile and

basically woolly-minded and non-absessive about traditionai truth,

undemanding with respect to cannons of traditionai philosophy,

indifferent ta its values and easily

moved to buy whatever at the moment seems to help his underlying inadequecies,
philosophy

1s

relaxed and

this is pecuniary

conception of man and woman in our culture . Since it is a very contemptuous one,

it

appears that Madison Avenue is not so much the street of dreams as McCalls magazine has called
it,

but rather the alley of contempt housing thousands who through the manufacture af advertising

pour their scorn upon the population.

11

1t is formalistic, 1 would content, to segreg<\te commercial components in your mass media from the
ideological or confessional.

This is an ideology,

this is a faith which people confess every time they

buy something.

Professor AHMAVAARA :
P rofessor Smythe 's remark that commercial mass communication is ideological,

is indeed true,

and

1 did not claim in my paper that this was not the case.

Professor SMYTHE:
1 just disagree that the ideology implicit in advertizing is no! coherent or explicit.

There is the whole

capitalist establishment reationalizing in regular statements of its beliefs. As Iong as you have three
categories of communication there is an implicit suggestion that they each deserve some quota of time
or program attention.
instead of two,

lf there are two, then the conservatives have only one bite at the cherry

and the th i rd reason it seems to me that if any of you are Marxistically inclined,

two

makes a better dialectical package of categories Ihan three.

Mr. NKOSJ:
The Idea of a free market of ideas,

a system whereby you can have contending ideologies playing

successfully against each other, the best one winning.
capitalist society,

for instance,

which are al ready in existence,

The trouble with this concept is that in a

it does not sufficiently underline the historical layers and structures
which must be broken down so that the person with the new

ideology that goes against the grain of that society is already fighting with one hand tied behind his
back.

You have to really accept the fact that there is a main ideology which you can turn ta attack

and this leads to the implication of just how disinterested people can

be when they control the media.

P rofessor JYRÄNKI:
1 would like to raise a point also dealt with by Ahmavaara which might be ,;;omewhat provocative.
One refers ta democracy as such that the nation gets the power rulers they want . \1\'hat would then
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be a form of mass media which the nation itself wants? ls it then according to Ahmavaara informative,
commercial or conlessional? II it is commercial, what decisions should be made, for this ls one ol
the main faults presented against the b r oadc.asting function recently,

the peopte being forcibly fed such

inlormalion which they don • t want. Taklng into account the criticism ol Ahmavaara and Stormbom
against commercial mass media inlormalion thal it s t rangles ollgarchy and not democracy. Wlll such a
mass media national power turn to what should be the broadcasting pol icy? Wil l a total autonomy
lollow a comp l ete independence from all political organs and whal would then lollow? Who will choose
what information is to be given? Who controls and says what is right inlormation, and how?

Mr. E .S. REPO:
l n two words il is "correct inlormation 11

;

in all respects.

Mr. KALLIO:
1 should llke to d r aws attentlon to one inlormalfon ligure which ls regarded as autonomous, i. e . BBC.
The BBC has had dilliculty with its role and there are some very interesting pieces in this in th e
past few years. When ITV started up in Brit ain, the BBC lound that in order to keep the audiences,
they had to change their basic theme of programmes, and during the 3 years 1 was there, 1 found
that the BBC was autonomous from the parties. 1t had to take the opinion of tne people into account
and that was expressed in th~ programmes, rhe standard ol which wenl nearer and nearer t o the
ones of the ITV. Thus 1 wonder what is really the answer to the presenled questions. l s t he radio
corporatlon better oli under parliamentary cont r ol or as an autonomous public corporation?

Mr. E .S.

REPO:

This attitude BBC made thP.m<Selv"!!"S 3 or 4 years ago and l inished rece~tly,

ond measured the

programming by the amount of viewers. This general lault, accepted as a natural lact, was seen
when ITV • s administrative Chairman moved ro the BBC and the BBC president resigned.

BBC had

lost its previous position.

Mr. VAKKILAINEN:
One problem which arises is

pragmr.~lic:

wi th which crileria new information should be ehosen -- and

thi s comes back again to the principle ol ideology. As lar as the rotat auronomy is concerned there
are great dangers also in another direction: that such a manipulative machinery coutd go ln quite
another

direction and the ol igarchy woutd lurther grow.

Prolessor LITIUNEN :
1 think thls autonomy concept should be divided into two. One being autonomy lrom suppression, idea
suppression, autonomy lrom censorshlp and restrictions, and another quite different type ol autonomy
which is autonomy lrom contacts with the people,

lrom leed-back. II we make this division, we can

perhaps understand where the autonomy is impossible or results in comp l ete disa ster in terms ol the
inlormation and where the autonomy is required. Auton omy is certainly required in this first type,
from restrictions and suppression. Autonomy lrom feed-back is really dangerous as it leads to
isolatlon ol the communicators lrom the people. lntellectual snobbery and aristocracy lead to populism.
Perhaps we need to discuss how we force the communcators to have the feed-back. People are so
easy and comlortable with lhese ideas and unless there are instilutional rules on how to get the feedback,

lt doesn • r seem to work. Perhaps the rise of populism in many countries result largely from

the differences in the in tell ectua l niveaux of th e communication s between the communlcator and lhe
recipient.
better.

The present parliamentary control has very many difficulties; anoth e r

soluilon would be
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Dr.

PIETILÄ:

Radio and TV are only one form of mass media and he does not think that informative ideology can
be realized until it can be realized in all forms of communications media . As it is now people get
confused

Dr.

and angry with electronic media which alone try to be informative ,

NIITAMO:

Pointed out some theoretical aspects of information from the point of view of a basic distinction
between probability and preference,
desired to occur,

on the other.

i.e.

what is likely to occur,

on the one hand,

and what is

ln transmiUing information through the mass media - and in discussing

the criteria for selection of information for presentation,

one should always regard both of these

aspects especially relevant with regard to social affairs.

And naturally one should give emphasis to

new information deviating from the most probable course of affairs along with an investigation of the
desirability of the perspectives opened up by the new information.

Mr . KALLIO:
Would like a solutien for the opposition to trying to make an informative radio and television.

Mr . E,S, REPO :
To Pietilä,
him,

not worried about television.

lnformation that the receiver does not wish is disliked by

and television does not give such freedom of choice as for example the press , New information

is that which affects !he listener,
competence;

and which he needs for his life.

Who choses? This depends on

attempts should be made to find the most competent person to give such information,

Professor SMYTHE:
1 would like to refer to !he

Jyränki

problem, that of legislation for broadcasting.

acknowledge that !he name of !he broadcast game is power,

We should

who has it and for what pu rposes,

and

in this connection 1 would l ike to comment on !he observation of Mr , Stormbom that television is not
now a major factor in the economy,
as the realistic way.

and Mr. Ahmavaara did not define advertising in what 1 regard

Advertising on TV is the sales of audiences to advertizers,

messages to advertizers - the delivery is what one buys.
The Canadian experience is informative.

ln

not the sale of

Schiller's book on the subject 1 recommend.

1929 a Royal Commission declared that the Canadian

Broadcasting Corporation should be the national broadcasting system . Temporarily,
might operate,

pr i vate stations

but only under regulation from the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation .

situation had changed.

By

1957 the

Commercial Tv had been introduced through the CBC and private stations and

the Royal Commission in that year recommended that the CBC no longer be the r·egular Tory
organization,

but that a new regular Tory commission modeled on the American should be

established to regulate on a parody CBC networks and stations and private stations,

The situation

has deteriorated at the present time to the point where the current proposals from the private sector
are that CBC should be merely a program producing organization and that all stations and all networks should be private. This is the historical development,

and when you admit advertizing in,

only a question of time until it rules the roost and there is no room for anyone else.
the question of democracy and 1 am reminded of Mark Twain 1 s question of
against?

11

II we lived in an egalitarian world democracy,

present situation it is not simple and it is a

11 who

it is

This brings up

are you neutral

this should be simple to practice;

but in the

question of how you can accommodate the pressures to

try to preserve the traditionai values which will be eroded and displaced by the cultural imperialist
as it continues to grow, A

question of digging in your heels and institutionally setting up road blocks

to protect traditionai values against this kind of erosi on.
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Mlss

STARCK:

Mentloned the hatred of television fn Finland spoken of by Pietilä. Thls should be looked into and
the reasons for II, and she felt that a lar-ge 5egmeht of !he public has expected entertalnmeht aP"ld
has been fed heavy

programs

which they don' t understand.

Prolessor LITl'UNEN:
The problem wlth feed-back fs that r-eseal"ch carried out in Finland and in most other- countrles does
not appropr!ately measure compr-ehenslon and public reactlon.

He relerred to the work carried out

by Pel toi a wh ich would g!ve new a pp roache s t o feed -back re sea rc h . Anoi he r
recreatlon of another system of nominative control
an unavoldable nominative control anyway.

o

app roach i s !he

We must begin with the assurnption that there is

So f<tr !he control has been concent rated on restrictlve

systems, whereas what we hardly have is !he feed - back control system. How can this be done?
Posslbly with
snobbery:

a

seml-par1iamentary system.

Referring to his previous comments of intellectual

when we comblne lnefliciency at the intellectuel cognitive level with the disgusting elements

of what the receiver gets, we should be alarmed, and only then

( referring to \he hatred o! TV

pl"ograms).
W!th the semi-parliarnentary syslem 11 could be thal it closes out first all those forrns of control
are lnvolved ln any means wlth State or pubtie polltlcal machinery organi;z:ation,
Parliamenl should no! be members of lhe governing board.
elective body for the board.
pariies,

There is still aholher problem.

which

so mernbers of

The Parliament should only be !he
IV\aybe the governing board watches

This coufd be ellmlnated by cutting out their worry ol becoming reelected to !he board.

can th i s be done? 51 mpl y by !he 1ac 1 they won

1t

be reel ected anyh ow.

How

Any given rnember of !he

board can only serve once; thls rotalion would be democratic.

Dr. HEMANUS;
Nol enough stress has been made on the social nature of lnformation.

He fel« that the experiences

ol the lasi few years in Finland should have given !he result of less nalve belief thal information
should be unblased and sh~ld not emolionally bother the pubtie.

There are

people who are

affected by !he inlormation of world aflairs by !he broadcasting organil:ation and feel lhey are
threalened by what they hear.

Professor JYRÄNKI;
Continued on the seml-parliamentary organization.
DJscussion continued on affairs in Fi,11and.

Mr. NKOSI:
1 flnd whBI you say is true.

that the need for democratic control of !he mass media is world wide,

any of you do !he lhlnking for !he Africans themsetves and devise some strategy for this.
pl"oblem ln Africa is one of secul"ity,
tremendous forces at wort<

o

stete secul"ity.

Can

The basic

We are deallng here wilh societies which have

whlch have to be carefully balanced in order to create some sense of

conlinulty. ln that klnd ol situation for journalists to have any basic controf of \he med ia is a terribly
dlfficult is$1.Je. The only analogy 1 can thlnk ot is to take \he situation of say Brltaln durlng
the war . 1 don 1 1 really know to whal extent you can have freedom of control over the media i n a
situation where !he country is in a state of emergency.
freedom of expression.

as well as control.

lhreatened with lrom outside.

The Cuban argument about this question of !he

has also to do with the question of what they feel they are

ln other wot"ds coutd we in the Third World inflltrate the media

now controlled by the present ruling o\!garchies,
engage in a revolut1onary war.

or should one just lgnore this kind of discussion and

The Thlrd World is really in a very revolutionary situation!

The
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question of democratic control
it is too escapist.

is probably very academic for the third world countries and maybe

Maybe there is some kind of limited strategy that any of you can suggest about

this problem of the Third World.

Mr. KASVJO:
Wanted to expand the concept of getting the message through from !he first sen se in Ahmavaara 1 s
presentation

( see above) towards the second sense,

which would mean that a message has only

gone through on the condition that the information presented has left the listener with a slightly
changed and expanded view of the world.

And,

moreover,

formation is taken in account in the 1istener 1 s behavior,
information accumulated presupposes such changes.

it only has gone through if the new in-

so that it becomes more rational as the

An example of cases in which a message has

not gone through this far is information about weapons of mass destruction -- it has been exposed
to and recognized , but no action models are sought for and,
created.

instead, a fatalistic attitude is born/

We may here blame the limitations of information presented for neglecting the action models,

i. e. practical advice to ordinary people concerning the ways in which each individual might act in
order to control the situation.

Action models in response to new problems naturally create a con-

flict with the prevailing power formations.
tionalized , e.g. as a pressure group,
new situations and new information,

whereas other action models,

appropriate as responses to

are not given atlention or even legitimization by the conventional

institutions regulating !he use of social
models to be propagated,

Certain action models have been traditionally institu-

resources . A

free channel is needed for these new action

and an informational broadcasting medium would be ideal for such a

purpose -- for increasing the variety of action models at the people 1 s disposal.

Mr. KALLIO :
Refered to Stormbom 1 s paper at the beginning and expressed surprise at the idea that because of
the consciousness industry there is an oligarchy developing which is functioning over people. He
understands that this oligarchy has always been there,

and maybe the only thing that can be said is

that now people are more aware of it Ihan before due to the consciousness industry.
has always had easy access to mass media.
people.

This oligarchy

They usually know much more about what affects the

He does not think this oligarchy has been caused by the consciousness industry.

Mr . STORMBOM :
There has been more or less oligarchy always when looked at from historical records,

but he

believes that there has been a short interval after the break through of democracy when one could
live in good hope that some kind of democracy,

real democracy, would arise.

lt seems as if after

the mass media have reached their point of effectivity, these hopes will again deerease all over the
world.

Professor LITTUNEN:
We should be cautious of giving advice to the practical question which was raised by Nkosi because
the situation is completely unheard of for us.

1 think that if Africa is in a revolutionary situalion,

that should not excuse the intellectuals of staying out of mass media no matter who controls it,
because what is needed after the African revolution is the capacity and training for the intellectual
process and for the mass media.

1 think that it would be absolutely essential to work about the same

way as described by Stormbom, knowing how it works.

Miss JARVA :
1 wonder about the receiver of the information who has had to I i sten to much information which does
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not seem to be important to him .

1 feel that during this discussion the majority of the speakers have

had a most undemocratic attitude, that we know what is information.

we know how to deal with it,

that we are the people who say what should be important for general public.

1 don 't consider it

important what the person remernbers from the information he has received from the electronic
media;

1 would prefer that he forgets it . 1 think the most important thing is what happens during the

program .

We should then judge the abil ity of the listener to receive this information, this normally

being forgotten in the informative program policy.
information;

The mass media influences the ability of receiving

it does not matter if the communicators realize this or not.

1 would like to raise the

point of how to help people receive and understand information and to use it.
discussion to be on de-centralized mass media,

1 would prefer the

feel that mass media influences in a way which has not been sufficiently researched.
mass media because of their lack of social contacts .
feed-back

1

of the mass media going to the normal person.

-- to what occurred when radio began;

People use

1 feel that we should try to return to direct

this would tend towards democratic communication,

contacts and a society of consciousness.

Mrs.

SUOMINEN:

Feels personally that the transrnission of news ( as described in Ahmavaara 1 s paper)

always has the

possibility of personai comments and an individual selection process, the choice of news materia!
becoming subjective. Feels that no news agency is capable of being completely objective
choice of news raw materia! and the presentation of such.
of news,

one must have some kind of comment,

than at present.

in its

Feels that in the background explanations

and historical backgrounds should be given more

News of an individual murder or happening is given much more space Ihan for

structural violence

( of a general kind);

this situation should be altered.

CHAIRMAN stated that this very problem

has been carefully analyzed in a re1
cent report on news policy prepaired in the section for LRP of the FBC.

Mr. E . S.

( selection of news)

REPO:

ln reply to Jarva states that the message should be delivered with general communication and
contacts.

lnformation is either democratic,

the materia! .

facist,

communist,

There is always the problem of what to inform,

instruments as broadcasting .

etc.

depending on the person selecting

this being a basic problem with such

One can either manipulate or try to be objective by getting the most

possible correct facts of the event .

He then gave examples of subjectivity in reporting events

( e. g. the

Czechoslovakian invasion).

Mr. AARNIO:
Feels also that the content of the information is of great importance.

Professor SMYTHE :
My remarks are in the nature of background .

1 have been listening with great interest and trying to

get a perspective on what you have been discussing amongst yourselves.

1 don 1 t know that the back-

ground comments are very valuable but 1'II make them anyhow.

lt seems to be in a large sense that what we are talking about is a strategy for a third nation
communications policy.

We are familiar with the argumentation about socialist realism and all the

difficulties which have been expressed on that subject.

1 would like to suggesl that what we have all

grown up with and have growing and developing in the mass media as the technology developed.

Summary available on request.

lf
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you look back you would have a job to explain what 1 mean,
the

but the history of English literature in

17th century is for English-speaking world at any rate !he genesis of the doctrines of capitalist

realism.

The soap opera equals Richardson's novels; the policy,

thetaeties have been consistent

whether it was in the case of the novel or radio or television . We haven •t really got a detached
perspective for ourselves when we are in a nation which is in a nether world between the super
powers.

The problems which 1 hear you talking about are very understandable, but we seem to be

unaware of the extent to which we are unconscious carriers of !he assumptions and doctrines of
capitalist realism into a historically unprecedented period,

namely that of small nations in a world

dominated by two or three big super powers.
Why not then to have a better perspective for ordering the questions of taeties and policy in a
country like Finland or Canada or an African country.
same taeties are going to be appi icable in Finland,

in Canada or in !he African country.

lt may be

but 1 suspect that the taeties will be historically specific

that there will be some general principles,
to the situation of !he country.

But there is no reason to assume that the

Thus in the case of Mr .

Nkosi' s hypothetical African country,

a

sensible taetie might be for the technicians to feed in programs favoring the consumption of fish in
order to produce an explosion in the native population which may unseat an unpopular oligarchy.

CHAIRMAN suggested that they should try to find the means by which the development and
implementation of this informative program

policy could be brought about.

Mr . KALLIO:
One thing which must be taken into account is that if Y'?!-1 are accepting the theme that the function of
informative communication is to make a socialist society,

1 am sure that we will not succeed in

trying to continue an informative communication policy.

Mr. KASVIO:
We have various institutions in our society which try in different ways to reach the same goal and
give the same type of information.

He did not mean that the function of informative program pol icy

would become a class struggle, but that it would contribute to a sound development of society by
operating for human and progressive goals such as democratization.

Mr. E .S. REPO:
II we look at things in the Iong run,

the society is proceeding towards socialism, and the more the

society is given information the more quickly it goes in that direction . Personally 1 feel that the
function of broadcasting as a guiding or control means is quite natural in some countries,
against this in the countries of, for example,
whole Third World.

Africa,

Asia,

South America,

but 1 am

or in other words the

The information givers in these countries must ll"ansmit information to the

receivers which will lead them to the use of the information.

ln this way 1 feel that the broadcasting

function in such lands is at present naturally a Ieading means of control.

lt should not be on a

national basis,

dangerous event is what

as is the case in some Arab countries at the present . A

1 have called broadcasting imperialism, !he representatives of which being various large American
commercial firms.

1 was very surprised when 1 attended an Asian Radio Union conference in

Auckland to find three American representatives of firms ln Asia as tuli members of the union
worklng on a commercial basis . This type of imperialism is spreading.
in Hong Kong,

1 think,

and as 1 understand it,

idea was more or less initiated by Mr.

West Germany has a firm

the idea is to widen this system.

Springer,

ln Germany the

who is presently for some the German figure of

imperialism to the whole world . These are the kinds of things which come as obstacles to the free
transmission of information . Political interest towards broadcasting is continuously increasing,

and
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the problem is how this development can be stilled.

Professor LITTUNEN :
Summarized a study made in Lapland about how the coming of television had effected the laplanders .
The focus of interest had shifted from inforrnative programs to programs of entertainment.

This

might have been due to the fact that people in this deprived area had learned about the better
conditions in the South and they had no choice Ihan either to stop watching the information they
disliked,

or move to Sweden!

This information received by the laplanders was the same whether

given by the state radio or commercial radio .

lnformation avoidance was the same with regards to

all mass media alter a couple of years -- radio,
the Iessan should be that when and if we give
land or elsewhere,

II this interpretation is true,

we should give not only long-range goals about a better society,

range goals of what to do about it,

Dr.

press and television.

the information about the things that are bad in Lapbut also short-

i.e. practical action models referred to earlier.

HEMANUS:

Feels that it is difficult for people to get used to the fdcl that television is no longer j•Jst there for
entertainment

Dr.

1

but is also one of the fnformation media and should be looked on as such.

NIITAMO :

The distinction between the service function and the autonomous function as mentioned in Ahmavaara 's
paper

should be kept in mind . The autonomous function is !he social-critical function,

be accepted that broadcasting with a

and it should

social-critical role runs in conflict with prevailing opinions .

formation without conflict is no information;

ln-

this is why one should form conflict to give information.

Professor LITTUNEN :
The conflict acceptance depends on the degree of security the public has.
of insecurity, the economic insecurity,

e. g .

in Lapland,

There has been two kinds

and the feeling of security for the future

which the priveleged groups have.

F- ' rofessor SMYTHE :
1 think what 1 was going to say was just said .

ln the Western World what 1 call !he Dr. Strangelove

phenomena of the right wing gets very up tight over homosexuality or plain sex education programs,
or in the case of Canada any favorable treatment of the Black Panthers in the USA.
these episodes and do have them in Canada now,
me.

and this lasi hour

1s

We have had

discussion sounds familiar to

1 suggest that what we are dealing with is a kind of epidemic which rises from similar

situations around the world and which is chronic and which we shall have to learn to live with and
the strategy and tacts developed for handling this particular episode should be studied to use for the
future because this is going to be repeated .

1t was agreed that the formulatien of conclusions on the following morning will be made in two parts :
( 1) a general statemeni of the points and suggestions raised in the conference to serve also as a
press release,

and ( 2) a list of ideas and advice for defending and striving toward a free and

informational communication pol icy,
suggestions for them,
Smythe .

i. e.

composed of Dr.

a

"cook book 11

Nordenstreng,

•

A
Mr.

working group was appointed to prepare
Peltola,

Mr.

Romantschuk and Professor
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THJRD DAY :

FORMULATJON OF CONCLUSJONS

(Chairman: Dr.

Nordenstreng)

Jn the discussion based on the drafts of the working group,

the following contributions,

among

others , were presented :

Mrs . HAUSEN :
Vllhat kind of a policy ought we really to have internationally? This fo llow s as far as 1 can see the
pattern that the small countries -- those who are struggling to free themselves from dependence on
either the Soviet Union or the USA -- are trying to combine and to work together with the developing countries to get a third force into the field.

ls it possible,

or sensible , to t;lo? This might

only be short - range taeties , because no western European country would,
it,

when it comes down to

do anything for the developing countries .

Professor SMYTHE :
1 don 't think that necessarily is automatic.
UN,

For example as a result of !he Swedish initiative in the

the technology of the satellites is now going to be made available for lndia for educational

experiments involving community receivers in schools in !he interest of literacy education and birth
control education and birth control education , etc .

Mrs .

HAUSEN :
~~V~/1

.•.

diU

1
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to begin formulating

how one should behave before the block shaping of the Soviet Union and Japan and US? What is
the role of the developing countries in the future?

ls it anything to take into consideration? We could

speak more broadly of economical forces all over the world.

Mr .

NKOSI :

My problem was that 1 didn 't like too much the idea of a sharp division in our conception of the
role of the press in different areas .

Thai has been covered somewhat .

Third World we were trying to emphasize special problems,

ln our references to the

but we must be careful about

excusing certain manipulat ive tendencies in the Third World which are self-serving for the
oligarchies rather Ihan serving the people .

lt might be bette r ,

while recognizing !he special

conditions in the Third World , that we should say we encourage a free flow of information.
do have a politically acceptable framework within which !he information comes,

lf you

any control of it

must insure that everyone receives information through it . 1 am bothered that the people will not
have any information simply because they are not per·m itted to have it.

We must be careful to state

that we really encourage information to reach the Third World.

P rofessor SMYTHE :
1 agree provided you put in the qualifying clause within these States or groups of States,
don' t endorse the one way street trend of freedom of information globally,
horse for cultural imperialism.

so that you

which is the stocking
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STATEMENT GJVEN BY THE

The main themes of the round table

"Communication

CONFERENCE

1980 11 were the new situation in !he international

communications traffic caused by the communicat i on sateli ites,

and the problem of defining the

functions and aims of mass communication.

One of the points agreed on at the conference was th e
control by any international or global
mision via satellite.

threatening problem posed by the Jack of

organ over the rapidly developing process of information trans-

Decisions as to the development and use of the satellites are mainly made by the

two Ieading world powers,

which operate according to their own advantage.

This situation increases considerably the possib i lities of propaganda broadcasting .

The satellite owners

can use their devices to coordinate the transmission of information to entire continents .
development the general trait

ln satellite

seems to recur that the large industr·ial countries reap the economical

benefit of technical advances.

The advent of the satellites reinforces siili further the Iong prevailing situation,
information in the world is from la r ge countries to small,
to a Jesser degree in the opposite direction.
as information service is concerned .

As a

result,

that the flow of

and from rich countries to poor,

but only

nations are no! equal to each other as far

For instance the American serial film production as well

the Anglo-Saxon wire services dominate television programs in Europe,

as

Africa and Latin America

as well as in South-East Asia .

Jt was the opinion of the conference
as well as in program production,
organizations such as EBU

that

in satellite issues

should be developed on the basis of regional cooperative

and OIRT .

organizations within their own sphere .
conditions agreed by each country.

interna!ional cooperation in broadcasting,

The first aim should be to

"democratize" the regional

so that the international exchange of programs occurs under

On the bas i s of these regional

organizations a

organization could be built up in time which would at first take over only a
over a period of time would take on greuter and greater importance .

global umbrel l a-

few tasks,

There is,

but which

also reason to

support the attempt to establ ish a United Nations news agency and to reserve particular wavelengths
for the international UN program service.

Despite international cooperation a major pari of program production will nevertheless still occur on
a national level .

Mass communication as well as polities will continue

local and national nature .

for a Iong time to be of a

The functions for which the mass media are used in each nation are there-

fore significant .

ln the developing countries it is more or less natural that the mass communication media are used as
efficiently as possible as tools for national construction.

Overall general planning and consistent devel-

opment work need the help of the mass communication media.

This should nevertheless not mean

that the mass media are used as a means of suppressing opinion.

Some of the dangers connected

with this could be overcome by giving authority in decision-making to the professional journalists
working in the media

along with democratic control by the society.

The communication problems of developing countries differ from those of developed countries.
the former the mass communication media in industrial nations should not be used as tools by

unlike
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the government or economic leaders.

The service function of !he mass communication media will best

be realized from !he point of view of the Society as a whole when the mass media operate as
autonomously as possible .
broadcasting -

II should however be noted that in that case the most important media _

are under democratic control.

The task of mass communication thus is to improve the society 1 s mental and materia! welfare by
distributing new information which has a broadening effect on the individuall s thinking.

New informa-

tion cannot by any means always be adapted without friction to the prevailing ways of thought, but the
effect of friction should not be regarded as damaging j

on !he contrary,

it is a factor which

invigorates the society and contributes to sound development .

When !he mass communication media are used as media of control
adays almost always the case,

the situation easily arises

dent on the prevailing economic and political system,

whereby

in a developed country,

people become mentally tao depen-

in capitalist as well as socialist societies.

means that mass communication is either subordinated to an ideology,
materia! consumption,

as is now-

This

the aim of which is to fncrease

or that thinking will be tightly tied to the prevailing political ideology; in either

1

case the society s development may be endangered . Unless a deiiberate effort is made to secure the
independence of the mass media from political and economical

interests,

they will have a built-in

tendency to direct people 1 s thinking and activity to an increasingly narrow area,
individuai will have ever decreasing possibiiities of affecting his society

1s

in which the private

development in the way

assumed by true democracy .

DEFENSIVE STRATEGY IN SUPPORT OF THE INFORMATIVE COMMUNICATION POLJCY

1. Maintenance of criticai discussion of the principies of information transmission,
!he importance of mass communication for the sociai structure

i.e. emphasizing

(change as weli as status quo),

pointing out the manipulative mechanism , \taiue boundness of ali information and communlcators,
gical nature of commercialism,
2 . Persistent guerilia warfare
( 11 Professionalism"

-

etc. ( 11 Discussionism" -

ideolo-

like this group and Herbert Schiller)

within the media by participating in the production process

as proposed by Stormbom)

3 . Gradual interference within national and international bodies developing organizational regufations
( "Legislationism" 4.

like Smythe and Jyränki)

fntroduction of critical study of mass communication and popular culture in schools

tionalism" -

( "Educa-

as proposed by Unesco and to be carried out in Finland)

5 . Balancing critical research into the goais of mass communication with applied research into the
means of getting the message through,
( 11 Feedbackism 11

-

e . g.

introducing "action modeis" and strategies for feedback

like studies on comprehension and alienation)

